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ABsTRACT

This thesis presents visualization of3D video that is a real movie recording dynamic visual

events in the real world as they are: time-varying 3D object shapes with a high-fidelity

surface texture. We consider two difft)rent types of3D video visualization, we cal1 one of

them "high fidelity visualization" and "versatile visualization."

   Zhe goal of the high fidelity visualization is to generate free-viewpoint object images

that reflect input multi-view images with high fidelity For the high fidelity visualization,

we propose the viewpoint dependent vertex-based texture mapping method that enables us

to visualize a 3D video object even though it has the shape oflimited accuracy

   I he goal of the versatile visualization is to generate free-viewpoint object images with

versatile effects, i.e., geometric directing by utilizing a shape an(Yor motion, and photomet-

ric directing by estimating reflectance parameters and lighting environment. For the geo-

metric directing, we semi-automatically generate camerawork -composition of the scene

and parameters of a virtual camera from which we observe an object- by utilizing the

shape of an object. For the photometric directing, we propose two types of methods for

lighting environment estimation of real scenes utilizing reference objects, i.e., the skeleton

cube and the difference sphere. 'Ihe skeleton cube has a capability to estimate complex light-

ing environment, and the difference sphere can estimate the precise parameters oflighting

environment. We describe estimation methods using the skeleton cube and the difference

sphere independentlM and moreover discuss the combination ofthe two methods. With the

estimated lighting environments, we estimate the reflectance parameters ofan object, and

we can visualize 3D video with arbitrary lighting effects, i.e., the photometric directing.

   In this thesis, we first present an overview of free-viewpoint image generation, and

introduce 3D video that we have been developed. We then describe the high fidelity visual-

ization of3D video. Before describing the versatile visualization of3D video, we present the

lighting environment estimation methods, i.e., the skeleton cube and the difference sphere

for the photometric directing. We finally present the versatile visualization and demonstrate

its effectiveness with visualized 3D video images. '
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lntroduction

1.1 Free-viewpoint

lmages
lmage Generation from Multi- -vlew

Free-viewpoint image generation from multi-view images is one of the most interesting

topics in computer vision, which aims to reconstruct 3D scenes from 2D images. The free-

viewpoint image enables us to observe a captured scene from an arbitrary viewpoint, and

its applications cover wide varieties ofpersonal and soc" ial humah activities. 'Ihose include

entertainment, education, sports, medicine, and culture. Moreover, the free-viewpoint im-

age can also be used fbr 3D display systems because it can generate stereoscopic images by

selecting an appropriate pair ofviewpoints. Since several manufactures are recently produc-

ing display devices that can represent 3D images from stereoscopic images at a reasonable

price, the free--viewpoint image will become popular to our ordinary lives soon.

   One of the advantage of the free-viewpoint image is that it is a visual media that has

three dimensional information. lhe visual media is an importaht means ofcommunication

such as often represented by "Seeing is Believing." The visual media has been developed

from a drawing picture that reflects a painter's subject and technique to a photograph that

represents a real scene in which some events happened. After these media, a movie has been

developed as a sequence ofphotographs at each time, and it has been drastically changing

our lives. A movie also gives an extraordinary effect that cannot be realized by photographs,

i.e., an effect to contro! the time. It enables us to observe an action ofhuman by reversing

the time, an emergence ofa butterfly by shrinking the time, and so on. On the other hand,

there is a hard problem to control another dimension-an arbitrary viewpoint control in

the 3D space, because it is impossible to arrange cameras at all positions in the 3D space

1



2 Chapter 1. lntroduction

in order to capture an object. Hence, the free-viewpoint image generation using multi-

view images has been studied vigorously: The free-viewpoint image enables us not only to

eajoy observing an object, but also to support analysis, tracking, recognition, etc., which is

difficult to solve with the infbrmation ofa single viewpoint.

   Another advantage ofthe free-viewpoint image is that it can be used for 3D display sys-

tems. 'I hat is, it enables us to obtain images captured by a stereo pair in arbitrary positions.

The stereo movies that we can see at present in theaters or amusement parks are the movies

that are captured by a stereo camera or generated by the computer graphics. Iherefore, we

cannot see movies ofreal scenes by changing a viewpoint dynamically 1 he free-viewpoint

image, however, enables us to see an interactive stereo-movie ofreal scenes, and it is an out-

standing achievement since Wheatstone developed the equipment for seeing a stereograph

using two parallax pictures, i.e., the stereoscope, in 1838.

   As we described ,the above, the free-viewpoint image has a lot ofpotential, and it should

accomplish novel visual expressions or applications should be appeared. In the following

section, we categorize methods for free-viewpoint image generation from multi-view im-

ages, before describing 3D video that is being developed in our laboratory

1.1.1 CategorizationofFree-viewpointlmageGenerationMethods

We categorize methods fbr free-viewpoint image generation from multi-view images as

fo11ows:

" Shape of object:

" GenericPropertyrecenstructien

  A method in which 3D shape of an object is reconstructed

" ARPeanince recenstruction

  A method in which 3D shape of an object is not reconstructed, but the object

  is represented by combining multiple images appropriately

" Color of object:

" Genericpropertyreconstruction

  A method in which reflectance property is recovered
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" ZipPearance reconstmctien

  A method in which reflectance property is not recovered, but color under the

  lighting environment in which the object is captured is represented.

summarlzlng the above, we have the fo11owing table (thble 1.1):

table 1.1: thngorization offree--viempoint image genenltion

Shape appearance appearance generlcproperty genencproperty
Color appearance generlcproperty appearance generlc property

lype I II III IV

lype 1 (Shape: Appearance, Color: Appearance): Itisamethodforgeneratingfree-viewpoint

     images without reconstructing a 3D shape ofan object explicitly This type has advan-

     tages ofvisualizing photorealistic images without modeling a 3D shape and texture

     ofan object.

     A typical example ofType I is image based renderiag (IBR) method, in which free-

     viewpoint images are generated by switching or synthesizing multi-view images. De-

     bevec et al. presented the budet time shots in the film-The Matrix [Deb99]. The shots

     are captured by a large number of cameras that are precisely calibrated, and show

     amazing scenes that cannot be realized by an ordinary camera. Kanade et al. pre-

     sented the E)yevision [KanOl] which controls pan and tilt parameters of32 cameras,

     and show an image sequence by simply selecting an appropriate camera in each image

     frame. lhough the bullet time shots and the Eyevision are not a full free-viewpoint

     image, they show an impact of changing viewpoints dynamically thnimoto et al.

     propose the free viewpoint television [FT04], which synthesizes an image from arbi-

     trary viewpoint by a ray-space method. It can generate natural free--viewpoint images

     in real time with a large number of cameras and a PC cluster system. Mukaigawa

     et al. propose to reconstruct 3D shape of an object as an intermediate representa-

     tion though the final result does not contain the shape [MN098]. Also, Kitahara

     et al. propose to represent an object by a set of2D slice images as the intermediate

     representation [KSA+Ol].

     As described above, the IBR rnethod enables us to reconstruct an appearance ofcap-

     tured scenes by switching or synthesizing multi-view images. However, it is hard to
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analyze shape or motion of an object in the scene because geometric information is

not recovered in the IBR method.

Type II (Shape: Appearance, Color: Generic property): In order to recover the reflectance

property ofan object, an analysis based on a reflectance model with the 3D geometric

property of an object is highly required. Accordingly, it is difficult to realize Type II,

Nishino et al. [NSI01] and Tokai et aL [YXSM99], however, propose methods for

recovering texture information under arbitrary lighting environments without utiliz

ing reflectance models by applying eigen image analysis to multiple images that are

captured under various lighting environments.

Type III (Shape: Generic property, Color: Appearance): A laser range finder can pre

cisely measure depth to an object's surface viewed from the device. Using a laser range

finder and a digital camera, Ikeuchi et aL reconstruct a shape and a texture of a huge

object considering alignment of a large set of depth data and recovery of reflectance

parameters [INH003]. While the shape and the texture of an object are accurately

reconstructed by the method, a moving object cannot be handled because measuring

ofthe shape with a laser range finder takes a lot oftime. A simple way for capturing a

shape ofa moving object is to utilize a video camera and analyze the captured images.

Kanade et al. present to recover the shape and the texture of an object with a large

set of cameras that are distributed on a hemisphere [KRN97]. They reconstruct the

shape ofan objest with a stereo matching method and recovers a texture by extracting

from the captured images. While the stereo matching is a method for reconstruct

ing the accurate shape theoretically, there are some practical difficulties - varying an

appearance depending on the baseline length, stereo matching for a uniform texture,

etc., and therefore, a large set of cameras and a dense distribution are required for

the method. Moezzi et al. present to reconstruct the shape by a volume intersection

method, and recover a texture by coloring volumes of the captured object [MTG97].

Matusik et aL propose to generate free-viewpoint images with image-based visual

hulls [MBR+OO], where the shape is reconstructed by a volume intersection method,

and the texture is recovered by the following procedure: 1) project rays from a desired

viewpoint to the estimated shape, 2) back-project the rays to the captured images,

and 3) calculate the colors ofthe rays by verif)ring the visibilities. Though the volume

intersection method allows to reconstruct the shape by a fewer set of cameras, only
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     an approximate shape of an object is reconstructed theoretically Hence, a texture

     mapping method for the shape oflimited accuracy is required.

lype IV (Shape: Generic propertM Color: Generic property): It is a method fbr recon-

     structing the 3D shape and recover the reflectance property of an object. It enables

     us to realize rich expressions that are diMcult for other types, e.g. visualizing an ob-

     ject under an arbitrary lighting environment. In order to realize the expression, it is

     required to recover the reflectance property and to estimate the lighting environment.

   Among the above types ofthe free-viewpoint image generation, one ofthe major char-

acteristic of3D video that we are developing is to generate the shape ofa target object. It

enables us to perform the two type ofvisualization, bilgkfidelity vtsualization and versatile

wisualization. The high fidelity visualization realizes Type III, which visualizes 3D video

with high fidelity to the input multi-view images. 'Ihe other one, the versatile visualiza-

tion, realizes Type IV] which illustrates the advantage ofgenerating the shape ofan object.

We first estimate lighting environment in which 3D video object is captured with reference

objects. We then estimate the reflectance parameters y, sing the shape and the estimated

lighting environment. Once the refiectance parameters are estimated, we can visualize 3D

video with arbitrary effects. Moreover, the generation of the shape enables us to realize

expressions utilizing the 3D shape, such as camerawork synchronizing with a motion ofan

object, and so on. [his editability for geometry and photometry is the advantage over the

IBR methods. In the following section, we introduce 3D video and its visualization.

1ili2 3DVideo

                                                  "
3D video is a real movie recording dynamic visual events in the real world as they are: time-

varying 3D object shapes with a high-fidelity surface texture. In our laboratoryi we have

been conducting the 3D video project, where the fo11owing novel techniques have been

developed:

  " Shape reconstruction with the volume intersection method: It enables us to analyze

     shape and motion ofa captured object. Furthermore, we have developed a real-time

     volume reconstruction system [wu03], and we can utilize the shape information

     fbr object tracking that will enabie us to capture an arbitrary part ofthe object with

     specified quality
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• Mesh deformation: The shape of an object that is reconstructed with the volume

intersection method is not perfectly accurate because the shape is represented as the

visual hull of the object. We employ the deformable mesh model [NM04] to obtain

the accurate shape of the object.

• Texture mapping with viewpoint dependent vertex-based method: It can gener

ate high fidelity textures for the shape of limited accuracy, that is, the high fidelity

visualization [TT02].

• Visualization using geometric and photometric information: We can visualize 3D

video with versatile effects, that is, the versatile visualization.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the basic process ofgenerating the shape ofan object in our system:

1. Synchronized Multi-View Image Acquisition: A set of multi-view object images are

taken simultaneously by a group ofdistributed video cameras (Figure 1.1; top row).

2. Silhouette Extraction: Background subtraction is applied to each captured image to

generate a set of multi-view object silhouettes (Figure 1.1; second top row).

3. Silhouette Volume Intersection: Each silhouette is back-projected into the common

3D space to generate a visual cone en-casing the 3D object. Then, such 3D cones are

intersected with each other to generate the voxel representation of the object shape

(Figure 1.1; third bottom).

4. Surface Shape (omputation: The discrete marching cubes method [KKI99] is applied

to convert the voxel representation to the surface patch representation (Figure 1.1;

second bottom).

5. Mesh deformation: We deform the surface patches with intrinsic and extrinsic force

to obtain an accurate 3D mesh representation of the object (Figure 1.1; bottom).

In this thesis, we intensively discuss visualization of3D video, that is, we discuss how to

visualize 3D video effectively when the shape ofan object (limited accuracy) and multi-view

images are given.
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Figure 1 .1 : Generationprocess ofthe shape ofan oibyiect

1.2 3DVideoVisualization

We consider two different types of3D video visualization. We call one ofthem high fidelity

visualization, and the other versatile visualization. We define them as following:

  " High fidelity visualization: The goal ofthe high fidelity visualization is to generate

    free-viewpoint object images that reflect input multi-view images with high fidelity:
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• Versatile visualization: The goal of the versatile visualization is to generate free

viewpoint object images with versatile effects, i.e., geometric directing by utilizing

a shape and!or motion, and photometric directing by estimating reflectance parame

ters and lighting environment.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the procedure of the 3D video visualization and a generation process

of the required components. While rounded rectangles indicate processes to generate the

components, e.g. a volume, a deformed mesh, etc., and the colored rounded-rectangles

are our proposed methods that are described in this thesis. In the following sections, we

describe the background of the high fidelity and versatile visualization.

1.2.1 High Fidelity Visualization

As we described in the previous section, the goal of the high fidelity visualization of 3D

video is to generate free-viewpoint object images utilizing the 3D mesh of an object and

the multi-view images. We define the high fidelity visualization as generation ofthe textures

of an object that reflect input multi-view images with high fidelity. Before describing our

algorithm, we categorize the texture mapping algorithm by

• Viewpoint dependent/independent method,

• Patch-based/vertex-based method.

1.2.1.1 Viewpoint Dependent/Independent Method

We define a method to visualize images with viewpoint information as the viewpoint de

pendentmethod, and a method without viewpoint information as the viewpoint independent

method, where the word, viewpoint information, denotes a viewpoint from which we observe

a target object for 3D video.

Viewpoint independent method: It generates a single texture for each patch. While this

method has a capability of fast visualization once textures are generated, there is a

hard problem ofselecting an image for generation of textures among the multi-view

images. If an inappropriate image is selected, discontinuity appears on the surface of

the generated object.

Viewpoint dependent method: It generates textures by taking account of viewpoint in

formation, that is, the textures dynamically vary when the viewpoint is moved. With
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this method, the object with high fidelity to captured images can be visualized be-

cause the textures are generated by selecting an image captured by the camera that has

similar properties to the viewpoint. On the other hand, the method requires to re-

generate the textures fbr changing the viewpoint, and it requires much computational

costs. It also requires a lot ofmemories to preserve the multiple textures.

1.2.1.2 Slertex-based/Patch-basedMethod

We define an ordinary texture mapping method for generating textures by cropping images

from the captured images as thepamb-basedmethod. We also define a method for calcu-

lating a color ofeach vertex and generate a texture ofa patch by interpolating them as the

vertex-basedmethod.

Patch-Based Method: It can generate high-resolution textures because it maps textures on

     patches ofan object, which are cropped from captured images. This method, however,

     requires a lot ofmemories to retain the textures as images. Moreover, discontinuities

     andjitters appear on the surface ofan object without considering continuity oftextures

     ofneighboring patches, even though the textures are g'e' nerated from a single image.

Vertex-Based Method: Since it retains colors ofvertices onlM little amounts ofmemories

     are required. FUrthermore, discontinuities never appear on the surface ofan object be-

     cause the vertices ofneighboring patches are shared each other, and thus, this method

     allows to generate smooth textures over the surface. However, high-resolution im-

     ages are difficult to be generated when a resolution of the shape is insufficient for a

     resolution of the images. s

   In Chapter 2, we first describe some problems in viewpoint independent patch-based

'method that we applied previouslM and then propose a method to overcome the problems,

that is, a viewpoint dependent vertex-based method.

1.2.2 VersatileVisualization

The versatile visualization of 3D video is a visualization with additional effects by utiliz-

ing characteristics of 3D video, that is, geometric infbrmation of an object. We further

categorize the versatile visualization into the fbllowing type:
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• Geometric directing: By analyzing the shape of an object, we can generate camer

awork for visualizing 3D video, e.g. visualizing the face of an object all the time.

Furthermore, by analyzing a motion of an object, we can obtain camerawork that

visualizes a traditional dance beautifully, or an action of an athlete intelligibly.

• Photometric directing: It visualizes 3D video by adding or eliminating the effects

of lighting. For the photometric directing, reflectance parameters of an object is re

quired. Several methods for estimation of reflectance parameters are proposed using

RGB images, a spectrometer, polarization, etc. In this thesis, we utilize the captured

multi-view images, and therefore a lighting environment of the scene including the

object is required for the reflectance parameter estimation. We describe the back

ground of a lighting environment estimation in Section 1.3, and present effective

methods for lighting environment estimation for real scenes in Chapters 3 and 4.

The versatile visualization is one major advantage of 3D video over the IBR method since

we can observe the object of 3D video from an arbitrary viewpoint and with an arbitrary

appearance.

In the following sections, we review related work ofwhat we call the versatile visualiza

tion.

1.2.2.1 Geometric Directing

We define the geometric directing as camerawork generation using object's shape and mo

tion. Movies and TV dramas are created by employing rules ofcamerawork that was estab

lished through long years [Ari76]. A few work for the camerawork generation that based

on the rules using computer vision techniques are, however, proposed [HCS96, OMS99,

TM02] , because camerawork is highly depend on subjectivity ofa human that is hard to be

analyzed. Moreover, He et aI. and Ota et aI. propose to generate camerawork in CG world

[HCS96, OMS99], and Tokai and Miyagawa propose to generate it utilizing 2D images

[TM02]. Thus, 3D video objects generated from real scene are suitable for the study of the

camerawork generation, because they have the 3D geometry and are not virtual. In this

thesis, we propose algorithms for semi-automatically generating camerawork utilizing the

shape of the 3D video object.
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1.2.2.2 PhotometricDirecting

For the photometric directing, three components are required, i.e., shape, reflectance pa-

rameter, and lighting environment. Because 3D video has the shape information, other two

components are need to be estimated. In general, it is diMcult to estimate reflectance pa-

rameters under natural lighting environment. The two components are therefore estimated

independently In this thesis, we mainly discuss the acquisition ofthe two components in

order to realize the photometric directing of3D video.

Reflectance property: Sato et al. propose to estimate object shape and reflectance pa-

     rameter. They assume the specular component is directly measured by a calibration

     procedure, and estimate the diffuse component by solving the equation of refiection

     [SWI97]. Machida et al. propose to estimate refiectance parameters including diffuse

     and specular components under controlled lighting environment, considering mutual

     reflections and selfshadows [MYT03]. Hara et al. propose to estimate reflectance

     parameters and simple lighting environment simultaneously utilizing polarization fi1-

     ters [HNI03]. thn and Ikeuchi propose to separgte reflection components utilizing

     intensity and chromaticity [TI03]. [E hough they do not estimate reflectance param-

     eters, the method is effective for analyzing images to estimate the reflection compo-

     nents. Nevertheless, Fei et al. propose to estimate relative reflectance parameters ofa

     convex object under natural lighting environment, assuming the reflection as Lamber-

     tian [DOSS04]. They can estimate the reflectance parameters by roughly estimating

     the lighting environment, because the Lambertian reflection hardly refiects detailed

     variations ofthe lighting environment.

                                                  s
     In this thesis, we estimate the reflectance parameter ofan object assuming as a Lam-

     bertian reflection, because the limited accuracy of the shape causes some diMculties

     for estimation ofspecular components. The estimation ofthe reflectance parameters

     is described in Section 5.3.3.

Lighting environment: We give the detailed descriptions ofthe lighting environment es-

     timation in the next section.
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13 Lighting Environment Estimation

Lighting environment estimation is one of the most important research topics in computer

vision. Ifit is possible to derive the lighting infbrmation from an input image ofa real scene,

it enables us to superimpose virtual objects into the scene with natural shading and shadows

by controlling the lighting effects in the generated or captured images accordingly [he

applications ofthe lighting environment estimation are widespread, such as object tracking,

face recognition, VR and graphics.

   'Ihis chapter presents an introduction of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We first review re-

lated work and then describe our methods for lighting environment estimation-the skele-

ton cube (described in Chapter 3) and the detRrrence sphere (described in Chapter 4), espe-

cially combination ofthe two methods.

1.3.1 RelatedWork

1.3.1.1 lnverseLighting

Pioneering work includes those of estimating illuminant directions in the framework of

shape from shading. Pentland [Pen82] proposed a method for estimating the illuminant

direction ofa single light source using the Lambertian reflectance model and the maximum-

likelihood estimation. Zheng and Chellappa [ZC91] presented a practical approach by

enforcing smoothnes.s assumption and a hierarchical implementation. 'Ihe term, inverse

lighting, was used by Marschner and Greenberg [MG97] who proposed a technique for

estimating directions and radiant intensities of a few light sources in a scene by a least-

squares method fbr surface intensity functions also assuming Lambertian reflectance model.

Some approaches exploit the occluding boundary that puts str6ng constraints on the light

source directions using an object that has (locally) Lambertian surface [NEOI, YY91]. Also,

some other inverse lighting approaches [WS02, ZYOI, ZK02], employ images containing

a reference object with known shape and reflectance propertyi and estimate the lighting

environment by analyzing its shading, or highlights. ･

   In fact, as stated earlieg Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [RHOI] and Basri and Jacobs

[BJ03] prove that the estimation oflighting environment with the Lambertian refiectance

model is ill-posed or numerically ill--conditioned because the Lambertian reflectance model

performs low-pass filtering ofthe lighting environment. Sato et al. [SSI99a] on the other

hand propose a method which characterizes the lighting environment by a set ofdirectional
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light sources and estimates the radiant intensities ofthe light sources by analyzing pixel val-

ues ofcast-shadows on a plane with knownlunknown bidirectional reflec'tance distribution

function (BRDF). In the method the radiant intensities can be efficiently estimated even

in the case of the Lambertian reflectance model because the information of cast-shadows

involves non-linearity and therefore alleviate the drawback due to Lambertian assumption.

   Nevertheless, since most ofthese methods represent the lighting environment as a set of

directional light sources, it is ditficult to apply them to certain types ofreal scene, especially

to an indoor scene, in which it is required to consider the effects such as attenuation of

radiant intensity caused by the positional relationship between the light source and the

object. Although a few recent advances [HNI03, PSGOI] allow estimation of near light

source, it is still a challenging problem to solve for parameters of multiple light sources

including their radiant intensity

1.3.1.2 LightingEnvironmentRepresentation

There are several possibilities in representing lighting environment depending on the as-

sumptions as well as the compatibility to the approaches oflighting estimation. Debevec

[Deb98] uses a mirror sphere as an omni-directional light probe to measure the radiance

distribution. While the estimated lighting environment represents accurate irradiance at

the center of the specular sphere, the irradiance do not vary wherever in the scene, and

therefore, it is uncertaip, if the effects ofpoint light source which we wish to deal with are

represe.ntable.

   Sato et al. [SSI99b] estimate the irradiance for each direction using a pair of omni-

directional images that are captured with a fish-eye lens. They estimate positions oflight

sources by matching the highlights on the images, and represent the lighting environment

by a polyhedron whose vertices denote light sources and surfaces denote the irradiance. N-

though this method takes effk)cts derived from the positions into account, radiant intensity

ofthe lighting environment cannot be represented because intensity ofthe captured images

only denotes the irradiance to the points ofcameras' projection centers.

   Nishino and Nayar propose to utilize eyes in a photograph for recognizing the real world

[NN04b, NN04a]. In [NN04a], they propose to estimate the lighting environment with

precise analysis of the eyes, the estimated lighting environment is, however, a distribution

ofinfinite point light sources.
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1.3.2 Our Methodology: Skeleton Cube and Difference Sphere

As described in the previous section, estimating a lighting environment ofa real scene is a

difficult problem.

   The direct methods, e.g. utilizing a mirror sphere or a fish-eye lens, employ a simple way

to represent the lighting environment by a captured image that has a high dynamic range

of intensities. The image, howeveg does not represent radiant intensity of the lighting

environment, but irradinnce to the center ofthe sensor, i.e., the center ofthe mirror sphere

or the optical center of the fish-eye lens. Therefore, the direct method can only deal with

a lighting environment as a distribution ofinfinite light sources, and it does not allow a

representation ofa lighting environment as a set ofnear light sources. Even though positions

oflight sources are estimated from multiple images with a stereo matching method, they

are not near light sources because they cannot represent an efii:ct ofattenuation depending

on distance.

   On the other hand, the indirect method-a lighting environment estimation with a

reference object-enables us to estimate radiantintensity oflight sources. Nevertheless, it

is diflicult to estimate radiant intensity without an assumption ofa lighting environment,

such as light sources' type, distribution, etc. Moreoveg an estimation of complex lighting

environment from shading ofa reference object is ill-posed or numerically ill-conditioned.

Note that radiant intensity cannot be estimated from specular reflection because ofthe same

reason as in the direct method.

   According to the above discussion, we propose two types of methods for a lighting

environment estimation ofreal scenes using reference objects, i.e., the skeleton cube and the

Skeleton cube: In the method utilizing the skeleton cube we estimate lighting environ-

     ment by analyzing shading and selfshadows ofit. [he use ofskeleton cube is in

     spirit similar to the above technique ofusing cast-shadows [SSI99a], but it is very

     different in that the design ofthe skeleton cube allows selfshadows to occur. 'l hat is,

     since we have selfshadows under light sources at almost any positions, we just need

     to examine its inside surfaces (without debating about what cast-shadow to observe

     from which direction). Also, it is convenient that we do not have to worry about the

     size of shadows that can be observed in the input image. We first model an approx-

     imate distribution ofpoint and area light sources in a scene a priori as.fongreund
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lighting and barkgroundiightiirgs where the foreground lighting denotes near point

light sources and the background lighting denotes ambient lighting, e.g. Iighting or

reflection from walls or ceiling. We then estimate the radiant intensity of the two

sorts oflighting simultaneously This method requires a model ofdistribution oflight

sources but practical fbr real scenes.

Difference sphere: [he method utilizing the diference sphere offk)rs a precise estimation

     oflight sources without prior knowledge ofa lighting environment, i.e., light sources'

     types and positions. The diffk)rence sphere is a virtual sphere generated by differencing

     the radiance on the surfaces ofa pair ofreference spheres, and therefore its radiance

     only reflects efects of near light sources whereas effects of infinite light sources are

     canceled out. We estimate parameters of the light sources by analyzing both geo-

     metric and photometric properties ofthe diference sphere. It is to be noted that the

     application ofthe method to a complex lighting environment may not be straight for-

    ward because ofits estimation algorithm. Note that we can estimate such a complex

    lighting environment by using the skeleton cube.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present detailed descriptions of the two methods for lighting

environment estimation, respectively Furthermore, we describe the combination of the

two methods for practical estimation ofthe real lighting environment in Section 5.3.2.

1.4 Overview of Thesis

This thesis consists ofsix chapters.

   In Chapter 1, we have presented the bacltground of this thesis; the high fidelity and

versatile visualization of3D video.

   Chapter 2 presents a novel texture mapping algorithm to generate high fidelity 3D video.

We propose the viewpoint dependent vertex--based method that can generate high fidelity

and smooth textures from multi-view images fbr an object whose shape is limited accuracy

We show the effectiveness ofthe method by qualitative and quantitative evaluations.

   Chapter 3 presents a practical method for a lighting environment estimation with the

skeleton cube. 'Ihe skeleton cube is a small honow cube whose shadows are casted on it-

selg i.e. it has selfshadows. 1 he key ideas ofour method are 1) the estimation oflighting

environment by analyzing selfLshadows and shading ofthe skeleton cube, and 2) the repre-
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sentation oflighting environment by plenty ofpoint and area light sources. We verify the

advantages ofthe skeleton cube, demonstrate the perfbrmance with CG simulations and an

estimation ofa real scene.

   Chapter 4 presents a precise method for a lighting environment estimation with the

difference sphere. The method estimates lighting sources from a single image of a scene

that is illuminated by near point light sources, directional light sources and ambient light.

We estimate parameters of the light sources by analyzing both geometric and photometric

properties of reference spheres. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the entire algorithm

with performance evaluations for a CG scene and a real scene.

   Chapter 5 presents the versatile visualization of3D video, which includes the geomet-

ric directing and the photometric directing. We also present a method for estimating re-

flectance parameters of an object utilizing multi-view images and the estimated lighting

environment. We demonstrate the possibilities ofthe geometric and photometric directing

with visualized images, and we finally present the 3D video viewer that we have developed

for a visualization of3D video.

   Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and concludes with future work of the high fidelity

and versatile visualization of 3D video.

'



High Fidelity Visualization of 3D   -Vldeo

2.1 lntroduction

In this chapteg we propose a novel texture mapping algorithm for the high fidelity visual-

ization of 3D video. The problem we are going to solve here is how we can generate high

fidelity object images from arbitrary viewpoints based on the 3D object shape of limited

accuracy 'Ihat is, the computed 3D mesh model is just an approximation of the real 3D

object shape and include considerable amount ofnoise. "

   [he input data for this algorithm are

  " A temporal series of3D mesh data. We prepare two types of3D mesh data, which

     are

    " Mesh: It was obtained by applying the discrete marching cubes method [KKI99]

      to the voxel data.

                                               p
    " D-mesh: It was obtained by applying the intra-frame deformation to each visual

      hull individually lhis is because, as noted at the end ofthe previous section, the

      current inter-frame deformation method cannot cope with global topological

      structure changes. Since the texture mapping algorithm proposed here conducts

      rendering frame by frame, such mesh data do not cause any problem even ifthe

      mesh topology changes frame by frame.

" A temporal series of multi-view video data.

" Camera calibration data for all cameras.

                                19
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   In the following sections, we first describe the system organization fbr capturing multi-

view video. Reviewing the viewpoint independent patch-based method as a naive algorithm,

we describe our proposed method, i.e., the viewpoint dependent vertex-based method in

detail. In Section 2.S, we show perfbrmance ofour method, and conclude with discussions.

2.2 3DVideoCapturingSystemOrganization

Figure 2.1 illustrates the hardware organization ofour real-time active 3D object behavior

reconstruction system. It consists of

  " PC duster: 16 node PCs (dual Pentium III 600MHz) are connected through Myrinet,

     an ultra high speed network (full duplex 1.28Gbps). PM library for Myrinet PC

     clusters [THIS97] allows very low latency and high speed data transfer, based on

     which we can implement eflicient parallel processing on the PC cluster.

  " Distrihuted active video cameras: Among 16, 12 PCs have fixed-viewpoint pan-tilt-

     zoom (FVLPTZ) cameras [Mat98], respectivelM for active object tracking and image

     capturing. In the FV-PTZ camera, the projection center stays fixed irrespectively of

     any camera rotations and zoomings, which greatly facilitates real-time active object

     tracking and 3D shape reconstruction. Note that this capturing system does not sup-

     port a hardware trigger and threfore the captured multi-view data are not completely

     synchronized and include motion blur when a human moves quickly

2.3 ViewpointIndependentPatch-BasedMethod

We first implemented a naive texture mapping algorithm, which selects the most "appro--

priate" camera for each patch and then maps onto the patch the texture extracted from

the image observed by the selected camera. Since this texture mapping is conducted in--

dependently of the viewer's viewpoint of 3D video, we call it the Viewpoint Independent

Patch-Based Method (VIPBM).

Algorithm (Rgure 2.2)

  1. For each patch pi, do the fo11owing processing.

  2. Compute the locally averaged normal vector Vi.. using normals ofpi and its neigh-

     boring patches.
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Figure 2.1 : PC cluster:fbr ral-time active 3D object beba`vt'er reconstructien system.

  3. Fbr each camera cj, compute viewline vector Vlli directing toward the centroid ofpi.

  4. Select such camera c' that the angle between Vi.. and Vbi becomes maximum.

  5. Extract the texture of pi from the image captured by camera c'.

   This method generates a fu11y textured 3D object shape, which can be viewed from

arbitrary viewpoints with ordinary 3D graphics display systerps. Moreoveg its data size is

very compact compared with that of the original multi-view video data.

   From the point ofview offidelityi howeveg the displayed image quality is not satisfying:

  1. Due to the rough quantization of patch normals, the best camera c' for a patch

    varies from patch to patch even if they are neighboring. lhus, textures on neigh-

    boring patches are often extracted from those images captured by diftrent cameras

    (i.e. viewpoints), which introduces jitters in displayed images.

  2. Since the texture mapping is conducted patch by patch and their norrnals are not accu-

    rate, textures ofneighboring patches may not be smoothly connected. lhis introduces

    jitters at patch boundaries in displayed images.
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   Tb overcome these quality problems, we developed a viewpoint dependent vertex-based

texture mapping algorithm. In this algorithm, the color (i.e. RGB value) of each patch

vertex is computed taking into account the viewpoint ofa viewer, and then the texture of

each patch is generated by interpolating the color values ofits three vertices.

2.4 ViewpointDependentVertex-BasedMethod

2.4.1 Definitions

First ofall, we define words and symbols as fo11ows (Figure 2.3), where bold face symbols

denote 3D positionldirection vectors:

  " a group ofcameras: C = {Cl,C2,･ ･･,Cn}

  " a viewpoint fbr visualization: eye

  " a set ofsurface patches: P = {pi, p2r･ ･ ･,Pm}
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outward normal vector ofpatch pi: npi

a viewing direction from eye toward the centroid of pi: veye.pi

a viewing direction from cj toward the centroid of pi: vcj.pi

vertices ofpi: vkpi (k = 1,2,3)

vertex visible from cj (defined later): vkpi,,i

RGB values ofvkp,,,j (defined later): I(v},,,j)

a depth buffer of cj: Bci

Geometrically this buffer is the same as the image plane ofcamera cj. Each pixel of

Bcj records such patch ID that is nearest from cj as well as the distance to that patch

from cj (Figure 2.4). When a vertex ofa patch is mapped onto a pixel, its vertex ID

is also recorded in that pixel.

                                     tt

         Cl

Vc, -> pi Vc. -> pi

Cn

Vc, -> pi

     C2

Figure 2.3:

IVi

Np,

object

    Veye -> pi

){li]S

Viempoint and cameraPesition

"

Vg -> pi

g
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2.4.2 Visible Ve rtex from Camera cj

'Ihe vertex visible from cj, vkpi,,j, is defined as fo11ows.

  1. [he face ofpatch pi can be observed from camera cj, if the fo11owing condition is

     satisfied.

                                npi'Vcnpi <O (2.1)
                  tt
  2. vkpi is not occluded by any other patches.

Ihen, we can determine vkpi,,j by the following process:

  1. First, project all the patches that satisfy equation (2.1) onto the depth buffer Bcj.

  2. 'Ihen, check the visibility ofeach vertex using the buflll:r. Rgure 2.S illustrates possible

     spatial configurations between a pair ofpatches: all the vertices in type (1) and (2) are

     visible, while in type (5) three vertices of the occluded patch are not visible. In type

     (3) and (4), only some vertices are visible.

   RGB values I(vkpi,,j) ofthe visible vertex vS,,,J are computed by

                           I(Vli,,ci)= Ic, (O'pi,cj ), (2.2)
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where Icj (v) shows RGB values ofpixel v on the image captured by camera cj, and fiei,,,j

denotes the pixel position onto which the vertex vk pi,,j is mapped by the imaging process of

camera cj.

'TYpe (1) fype (2) fype (3)

                                      gr-

              TYpe (4) 'IYpe (5)

Figure 2.5: Reintions betweenpambes

                                          r. ,

2,4.3 Algorithm

  1. Compute RGB values ofall vertices visible from each camera in C = {ci, c2, ･ t ･ , cn}･

  2. Specify the viewpoint eye.

  3. For each surface patch pi E P, do 4 to 9.

                                                ff  4. Ifveyem,pi･npi<O, then doSto 9. '

  5. Compute weight zvcj = (vcj-pi ･ vaye->pi)M, where m is a weighting factor to be

     specified a priori.

  6. For each vertex vkpi (k = 1,2,3) ofpatch pi, do 7 to 8.

  7. Compute the normalized weight for vkp, by

                               zDts, -- £lilll'i]ig,･ (2.3)

     Here, ifvkpi is visible from camera cj, then wfj = wcj, else wigi = O.
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  8. Compute the RGB values I(vkp,) ofvkp, by

                                    n                            I(vS,) == Z) zb5, I(vS,,,,) (2.4)
                                    j=1

  9. Generate the texture ofpatch pi by linearly interpolating RGB values ofits vertices.

    Tb be more precise, depending on the number ofvertices with non-zero RGB values,

     the following processing is conducted:

       " 3 venices: Generate RGB values at each point on the patch by linearly inter-

         polating the RGB values of3 vertices .

       " 2venices: Compute mean values ofthe RGB values ofthe 2 vertices, which is

         regarded as those ofthe other vertex. Then apply the linear interpolation on the

         patch.

       " 1 vertex: Paint the patch by the RGB values ofthe vertex.

       " no vertex: 'Ibxture ofthe patch is not generated: painted by black fbr example.

   By the above process, an image representing an arbitrary view (i.e from eye) of the 3D

object is generated.

2.5 PerformanceEvaluation

Tb evaluate the performance of the proposed viewpoint dependent vertex-based method

(VDVBM), we first compare it with the viewpoint independent patch-based method (VIPBM)

qualitatively Rgures 2.6 and 2.7 show images generated by VIPBM and VDVBM, re-

spectivelM fbr the same 3D mesh data ofMesh and D-mesh. First, we can observe the

difference between VIPBM and VDVBM, that is, VIPBM introduces manyjitters in im-

ages, which are considerably reduced by VDVBM. Second, we can observe the difference

between Mesh and D-mesh, that is, the quality of VIPBM with D-mesh becomes better

because the surface normals are smoothed by the deformation of the 3D mesh, while the

results by VDVBM with D-mesh do not show much difli:rences because the textures that

are generated by VDVBM do not depend on the surface normals but the viewpoint.

   'Ihen, we conducted quantitative performance evaluations with Mesh and D-mesh.

[hat is, we calculate RGB root--mean-square (rms) errors between a real image captured
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     `k}l/lll!.,e, iiFb RZe, ,ili,IE"g

 (a) Mesh (b) D-mesh
Figure 2.6: I,nagesgenemtedby the J7iempointindopentlentl)hmb-BasedMethod

  `';eg,21!d K'

 (a) Mesh

Figure 2.7: Imagesgeneratedby the

by camera cj and its corresponding ima

tively: in

the viewpoint for the 3D video (i.e. eye in

VBM, we employed two methods:

video data including real ima

such real images captured by camera cj. 'Ihe e

ing settings:

   " camera configuration: Figure 2.9

   e image size: 640×480 [pixel] 24 bit RGB color

   " viewpoint: camera S

   " weighting factor in VDVBM: m = 5

   IFIigure 2.10 and Egure 2.11

frame 101 to 140 are computed. This

VIPBM with both Mesh and D-mesh. Ihe sup

f'

                               (b) D-mesh

                     Viempeint Dopenalent Vertex-BasedMethod

                         ges generated by VIPBM and VDVBM, respec-

generating the images, the position and direction ofcamera cj are used as those of

                          VDVBM). Tb evaluate the perfbrmance ofVD-

                     VDVBM-1 generates images by using all multi-view

                ges captured by camera cj itseE while VDVBM.2 excludes

                            xperiments were conducted under the fbllow-

illustrate the errperimental results, where rms errors for

     figure proves that VDVBM perfbrms better than

            eriority of VDVBM and its high fidelity
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1

1

VDVBM-1

VIPBM

Original sequence

                 frame#106 frame#126
Figure 2.8: Sample imagn ofrgenerated3D video utth D-mesh

image generation capability can be easily observed in Figure 2.8, where real and generated

images for frames 106 and 126 are illustrated. 'Ihe rms errors of VIPBM with D-mesh

become better because of the reason that we described in the previous evaluation.

   FinallM we tested how we can improve the perfbrmance of VDVBM by increasing the

spatial resolution ofpatch data. ('Ihe al1 offollowing examinations are conducted with D-

mesh.) Hgure 2.12 shows the method ofsubdividing a patch into three (S3) and six (S6)

sub-patches to increase the spatial resolution.

   'Ihen, we examine the average side length ofa patch on the image plane ofeach camera

by projecting original and subdivided patches onto the image plane. Rgure 2.13 shows the

mean side length in pixel on the image plane of each camera. Note that since camera 9 is

located closer to the 3D object (see Rgure 2.9), object images captured by it become 1arger

than those by the other cameras, which caused bumps (i.e. Iarger side length in pixel) in the

l

[
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graphs in Figure 2.13.

   We can observe that the spatial resolution of S6 is 'approximately the same as that of

an observed image (i.e. 1 pixel). 'Ihat is, S6 attains the finest resolution, which physically

represents about 5mm on the object surface. Tb put this in another waM we can increase

the spatial resolution up to the six sub-division, which can improve the quality ofimages

generated by VDVBM.

   Tb quantitatively evaluate the quality achieved by using subdivided patches, we calcu-

lated root-mean-square errors between real images and images generated by VDVBM-1

with original, S3, and S6, respectively: The root-mean-square" errors are shown in Figure

2.14.

   Figure 2.14 shows that subdividing patches does not numerically reduce the errors. 'Ihe

reasons of this observation can be considered as fo11ows. We see that most of the errors

arise around the contour ofthe object and edges oftexture (e.g. an edge between skin and

clothes, etc.) (figure 2.15), and they are diMcult to be reduced by subdividing patches

because they come from motion blur or asynchronization, i.e. capturing the images is not

perfectly synchronized. The errors are thus not reduced in total even ifthey may be decreased

in some parts. Fidelity ofgenerated images using subdivided patches, however, is definitely

improved (Fagure 2.16). AccordinglM subdividing patches is effective from a fidelity point
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   EinallM we show examples generated by VDVBM-1 with subdivided patches (S6) viewed

from camera 5, 11, and an intermediate point between them (Figure 2.17). Figure 2.17

shows that the images generated by VDVBM look almost real even when they are viewed

from the intermediate point of the cameras.

   IFbr rendering 3D video data like Figure 2.17, we used a popular PC: (CPU: Xeon

2.2GHz, Memory: IGB, Graphics Processor: GeForce 4 Ti 4600, Graphics library: Di-

rectX 9.0b) and used the following two stage process:

1. First, compile a temporal sequence ofreconstructed 3D shape data and multi-view

  video into a temporal sequence ofvertex lists, where multi-view RGB values are as-

  sociated with each vertex. It took about 2.8 sec to generate a vertex list for a frame of

  3D video.

2. Then, with the vertex list sequence, arbitrary VGA views ofthe 3D video sequence can

  be rendered at 6.7 mseofframe. Thus, we can realize real--time interactive browsing

  of3D video with a PC. Note also that since we can render a pair ofstereo images in

  real-time (i.e. 14 mseofstereo-pair), we can eajoy eye-popping 3D image interactively

  with a 3D display monitor.
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2,6 Discussions
                                                  "

We have presented an algorithm ofrendering high fidelity texture on the reconstructed 3D

object surface from multi-view video data, that is, the viewpoint dependent vertex-based

method. Our method enables us to reduce jitters in rendered object images even though

the limited accuracy of the reconstructed 3D object shape due to the volume intersection

method or not completely synchronized multi-view video data.

   Experimental results with Mesh data demonstrate the effectiveness of our method ap--

plying the data oflimited accuracM and results with D-mesh data show that our method

can generate more natural looking object images from arbitrary viewpoints.
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Skeleton Cube for Lighting Environment

Estimation

3.1 lntroduction

In this chapter, we present a new method for lighting environment estimation with the

Skeleton Cube (Figure 3.1). The Skeleton Cube is a small hollow cube, whose shadows are

casted on itself-i.e. it has selfLshadows. lhe key ideas ofour method are 1) the estimation

oflighting'environment by analyzing selfshadows and shading of the Skeleton Cube, and

2) the representation oflighting environment by a large set ofarea light sources and point

light sources.

   While various approaches for lighting environment estimation have been proposed, the

lighting environment is represented either as a setidistribution ofdistant light sources, or a

few near point light sources. Unlike previous approaches, our goal is to develop a framework

ofinverse lighting for dealing with a number oflight sources while taking their proximity

and radiant intensity into account. The major advantage ofusing the skeleton cube is that

the selfshadows effectively reflect the complication of lighting in real scene and thereby

allows more stable lighting estimation than previous effbrts. It should also be noted that

the shape ofthe skeleton cube is quite rational in the sense that it can be used at the same

time as an object fbr camera calibration ofimaging geometry since it is a cube ofa known

size.

   In the rest ofthe chapter, Section 3.2 presents modeling oflighting environment. Sec-

tion 3.3 introduces the skeleton cube, and Section 3.4 describes in detail our lighting en-

vironment estimation. Section 3.S shows results ofverification of the skeleton cube, and

35
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Figure 3.1 : ljbe Skeleton (inbe.

Section 3.6 presents performance evaluations ofour method. RnallM Section 3.7 conclude

the chapter with discussions.

32 Lighting Environment Model

A lighting environment is represented by a distribution oflight sources in a space, which

have parameters ofa type ofa light source, position, direction, and radiant intensity 'Ihe

distribution and the type of a light source are specified a priori, and therefore a lighting

environment estimation is a task to estimate the radiant intensity ofeach light source in the

environment. In this section, we first introduce a photometric model and a type of light

sources that are utilized for representing the lighting environment, and then we describe an

eflective arrangement ofthe light sources.
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3,2.1 PhotometricModel

first ofal1, we give short descriptions ofwords in radiometry for describing a photometric

model in the fo11owing [Oku04]:

  " Radiantflux: Emitted energy ofa lightsource per unit time with respect to wavelength

     A. It is measured in units in watts [W], and written by <P(A).

  " lrradiance: Radiant power incident per unit area upon a surface. It is measured in

     units ofwatts per square meter [W/m2]. Irradiance, E(A), is given by

                                       d<D(A)
                                E(?t)= ds ' (3･1)

  " Radiant intensity: Radiant power per unit solid angle. It is measured in units ofwatts

     per steradian. [W/sr]. Radiant intensity; L(A), is given by

                                       d<P(A)
                                L(A)= d,.' (3'2)

  " Radiance: Reflected energy from a surface. It is measured in units ofwatts per stera-

     dian per square meter [W/(sr ･ m2)]. When we observe an object, we sense the

     radiance ofa surface on the object. Radiance, I(A), is given by

                                dL(A) d2¢(7t)                         i(A) = ds cos6= dcdds cos 6' (3'3)

                                                                     '
     where 6 denotes the angle between the viewing direction and the surface orientation.

3.2.2 lypesofLightSources .
We utilize two types oflight sources fbr representing a lighting environment, one is a point

light source and the other is an area light source.

   These light sources are assumed as nearlightso"rcesci.e. they have an effect depending

on their positions and attenuation by distance between a light source and a surface point

of an object. Since we demand to estimate a lighting environment in a small space such

as studios instead of open spaces, near light sources are highly required to represent such

lighting environments.

   We utilize area light sources as well as point light sources for representing a lighting

environment. While an area light source enables us to realize rich expressions in shading
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and shadowing, it is hardly utilized for a lighting environment estimation. The main reason

is that it is difficult to model an area light source solvable. In this chapter, we present a

practical method to model an area light source and estimate its parameters as well as a point

light source.

   We here summarize the two types oflight sources in the following:

Point light source (Figure 3.2): It is a light source that emits radiant fiux to all direction

     from an infinitesimal point. Figure 3.2 shows a relationship between radiant intensity

     ofa point light source and irradiance of minute surface dS. Given radiant intensity

     of a point light source that illuminates the surface from distance r, the irradiance is

     given by

                            d<D(A) dcv                                               cos e
                     E(A)= ds =dsL(?L)= ,2 L(?t), (3'4)

     where we utilize the fbllowing equation ofsolid angle:

                                     dS cos e
                                dca =
                                        r2 ,

     where e denotes an angle between the surface orientation of dS and the direction

     from dS to the point light source.

     Equation (3.4) indicates that the irradiance attenuates depending on the distance

     between the position ofa point light source and the surface point ofan object.

Area light source (Figure 3.3): It is a model ofa light source that emits radiant fiux to all

     direction above the surface. Tb simplify the model, we represent the distance between

     an area light source and a surface point of an object by the distance between the

     centroid of the light source and the surface point of the object.We assume that the

     area light source has uniform radiant intensity over the area. Figure 3.3 shows the

     relationship between the radiant intensity of an area light source and the irradiance

     of minute surface dS. Given an area light source that has an area of SL and distance

     r, the irradiance is given by

                      E(?L) = d<db (sA) = CO,S,e yg, L'(x, 7v) dx, (3.s)

     where Lt (x, A) denotes radiant intensity per unit area ofthe area light source at surface

     point x. e denotes an angle between the surface orientation ofdS and the direction
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Figure 3.2: APeint ligbtseurTe andan diuminated siti face

    from dS to the area light source. Assuming the radiant intensity is uniform over the

    area, we can obtain the following formula:

                  71, L'(x, A) dx = L'(?L)SL cos (p = L(?t) cos 4), (3.6)

    where q denotes the angle between the orientation ofthe area light source and the

    direction from the area light source to ds. We thus obtain the irradiance by

                                  cos e
                           E(7t)= ,, L(7L)cosq. (3.7)

3.2.3 ArrangementofLightSources

Tb represent a lighting environment, we arbitrarily arrange a large number oflight sources

in a space. It enables us to represent variable lighting environment, but also inereases the

computational costs. We therefore have to consider to represent the lighting environment

with a minimum number oflight sources. Funhermore, we have to take refiected lighting

from illuminated wall or floor into account as well as light sources such as lamps, fluorescent
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tubes, etc., because we mainly consider a lighting environment in an indoor space such as

studios, rooms, etc. where we cannot ignore the effects ofreflection.

   AccordinglM we separate a lighting environment into two components: stmcture of

a studio (walls, a ceiling, and a floor)-i.e. barkgroundlightiirg3 and actual light sources

(lamps, spot lights, etc.)-i.e.foregroundiightiirg. By utilizing background and fbreground

lighting, we can deerease the number of light sources without losing arbitrariness of the

representation. In the following section, we describe the details of these lighting.

t

3.2.3.1 Backgro"ndLighting

We assume that background lighting surrounds a space in which we capture images of an

object. Tb represent the background lighting for a studio that is surrounded by walls, we

can simply arrange area light sources in such a way that roughly model the geometry of the

studio. We show an example of the background lighting in Figure 3.4. While the level of

details varies according to required accuracyi in most cases, a cube is suMcient to represent

r

t
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Figure 3.4: An example ofthe barkground lightii!g and theforeground lightirg

'Ihe background lighting is represented by a distribution of area light sources. Each rect-

angle indicates an area light source, and resolution ofthe background lighting is arbitrarily

specined. [he foreground lighting is represented by a distribution ofpoint light sources that

represents the actual light source.

the shape. ]furthermore, given fluorescent light tubes on tlie ceding, we can represent the

background lighting as a set ofarea light sources including the fluorescent light tubes.

   Hence, we can represent the background lighting arbitrary with area light sources. In

addition, for constructing a lighting environment of an open space, large dome-shaped

background lighting is suitable.

3.2.3.2 ForegroundLighting

We define that foreground lighting consists of ordinary light sources such as spot lights,

lamps, etc., and represent it by a disnibution ofpoint light sources. We need to know not

precise positions of the light sources but possible spaces where the light sources can exist. By

arranging point light sources in the space and estimating radiant intensity of all ofthem, we

can represent an actual light source by a set of the point light sources. We show an example
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of distribution ofpoint light sources for the foreground lighting in Rgure 3.4.

3.3 Skeleton Cube

3.3.1 Geometric Features

Our basic strategy is to estimate the parameters of light sources by analyzing selfishadows

as wen as the shading on the surface of a reference object. Given that we can utilize a

reference object of known shape, we design the skeleton cube, a hollow cube which casts

shadows to its inner surface, as shown in Rgure 3.1. The design is on the basis ofthe two

requirements that are inconsistent to each other. Namelyi the shape should be simple while

some complexity is desirable:

" Simplicity: Simple shape is suitable for the computational costs. Then, a large portion

  ofthe surface should be observable in sampling the surface intensity

" Complexity: lhe shape needs to be complex to some extent so that cast shadows occur

  under variable lighting conditions.

We came up with the skeleton cube as an object that satisfies above requirements. That is,

under light sources at almost any positions in a scene, it cast shadows on its inside surfaces

and the shadows can be observed from any viewpoints. In rare settings certain light sources

might not be probeable with the skeleton cube depending on the configurations ofthe light

sources and the viewing direction. It is in such a case that the self:shadow on the inner

surface of the skeleton cube that is casted by the light sources happens to be occludedi.

However, without losing the practicality of our estimation, we could take pictures from

more than one different viewpoints, from which we can see all part of the surfaces of the

skeleton cube in order to handle the lighting estimation even in such situation.

   The skeleton cube can also be used for a reference object for geometric calibration of

cameras, which is an ordinary method by matching corresponding points in a captured

image and the model although we do not go into the details ofthe geometric calibration.

  1'lhere may be also an argument that a light source inside the skeleton cube is unprobeable, but we simply

ignore the case since a light source should not be inside unless we deliberately place the cube and a light source

in such an exceptional way
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3.3.2 PhotometricFeatures

3.32.1 ReflectanceModel

We assume that the surface reflection of the reference object is described by simplified

Tbrrance-Sparrow model [TS67, IS91] which can represent both difftise and specular re-

fiection, and it especially describes the specular reflection with physical properties. It is in

this sense more general than other models such as Phong reflectance model [Pho75]. In

this thesis, we consider that the influence of inter--reflection is ignorable and concentrate

our discussion on the first reflection.

   See Figure 3.5 that shows the geometry ofreflection, including the viewpoint, V, and

the location oflight source, L. With the simplified Tbrrance-Sparrow model, observed

radiance at minute surface x, I(x), is described as

I(X) = (kdRd + ksRs)L£, (3.8)

where L is the radiant intensity oflight source L. Rd and Rs denote the diffUse and specular

component ofa bidirectional reflectance distribution fungtion, respectivelM whereas kd and

ks are the weighting coeflicients ofthem. Though I(x) and L are functions with respect to

wavelength, we utilize the functions at three wavelengths for red, green and blue. For the

sake ofa simple description, we do not denote it explicitly in the following description.

   Assuming the diffuse component is represented as Lambertian-i.e. the radiance ofthe

diffuse component is proportional to the irradiance of the surface that is given by a light

source, we have Rd = N ･ L/r2, where r denotes the distance between light source L and

point x. The specular component, Rs, is represented as

                                                   "

                    Rs= Nlvexp [- (COS-i;aN2 H))2], (3 g)

where a denotes the surface roughness.

3.32.2 RadianceofSkeletonCube

[he radiance ofpoint x on the skeleton cube in a lighting environment can be formulated

as

                          N
                   I(x) == Z)M(x, Li) (kdRd+ksRs)LL,, (3.10)
                          i=1
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V is unit vector in direction of the viewe4 L is unit vector in direction of th

N is unit surface normal, and H is unit angular bisector ofV and L.

e light source,

/

r

where N is the number ofpoint light sources, and M(x, Li) is a mask term that encodes

the selfLshadow of the skeleton cube. 'Ihe mask term is determined by the type of light

sources, which are deseribed as following.

Point light source: It indicates whether point x is illuminated by light source Li or not-

     i.e. M(x, Li) = 1 iflight source Li Muminates point x and M(x, Li) = O other-

    wise.

Area Iight source: It indicates the rate ofocclusion ofthe light sourceri.e. M(x, Li) =

     1 if the whole area of light source Li Muminates point x, and M(x, Li) == O if the

     area light source dose not Muminates point x at al1. We describe the procedure of

     calculating the mask term in the following:

  step 1: Render an image ofarea light source Li viewed from point x assuming a situa-

         tion wt'thout the skeleton cube, and count the size of area light source Li in the

         image (Figure 3.6a). We denote the size as S.

:

1
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step 2

step 3

: Render an image of area light source Li viewed from point x according to the

 practical situation with the skeleton cube, and count the size ofarea light source

 Li in the image (Figure 3.6b). We denote the size as S'.

: Calculate the mask term by

                         M(Li, x) =S'IS. (3.11)

 (a) without skeleton cube (b) with skeleton cube

Figure 3.6: zlLlnjeiearance ofan area lightseurce vi'ewi'ngLfrom aPoint on an inner surtiice ofthe

skeleton rnbe

'Ihe white triangle and the black polygon represent the area light source and the skeleton

cube, respectivelM from which are viewed from a point on an inner surface ofthe skeleton

cube.

3.4 LightingEnvironmentEstimation

In this section, we fbrmulate the estimation oflighting environment preceded by the defi-

nition of the lighting environment and the description of our setup.

3.4.1 SensingSystem

figure 3.7 shows the setup regarding the skeleton cube. Observing the radiance at the

sample points that are on the inner surface, we estimate the lighting environment based on

the following premises.

Coordinate System: We define the origin ofthe world coordinate system at the center of

     the skeleton cube in such a way that each axis ofit is aligned pai allel to the side ofthe
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Samplmg points are at the lanice positions on the inner surface ofthe cube.

     skeleton cube. We locate the lighting environment and cameras that capture images

     in the world coordinate system.

Lighting environment: The distribution range ofthe light sources is assumed a priori apart

     from what is described in Section 3.2.

Skeleton cube: 'Ihe size is known. The propenies ofthe surface reflection is also available

     by the estimation that is described in Section 3.6.2.1.

Camera: The cameras that capture images of the scene including the skeleton cube are

     calibrated with the skeleton cube so that we know the relationship of corresponding

     points in the scene and in the image.

1

1

:
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3.4.2 ComputationalAlgorithm

When we sample M points on the inner surface of the skeleton cube for observing the

radiance, we have a matrix representation based on Equation (3.10)

               I(xl) Kll K12 ･t･ KIN LL,
               I(x2) K21 K22 ･･･ K2N LL,
                 .=.. . ., (3.12)
                 : :: .. : :
               I(xM) KMI KM2 ･･･ KMN L£.
where

       Kmn = M(xmrLn)(kdRd+ksRs)'''･･････(Pointlightsource), (3.13)

       Kmn =: M (xm, Ln) (kd Rd + ks Rs) cos q･･････ (Area light source). (3.14)

We then write Equation (3.12) simply as

                               I= KL, (3.15)

where K = (Kmn). Given a suflicient number ofsurfac,e radiance are sampled (i.e. M )

N), it is possible to solve Equation (3.15) for L by

                               L=: K' Ir (3･16)

where K+ denotes a pseudo--inverse matrix ofK. NamelM we can soke for the radiant

intensities in vector [LLi, LL2, ..., LLN]T.

3.5 VerifyingUtilitiesofSkeletonCube

We verify the skeleton cube as a reference object for lighting environment estimation. In

Section 3.5.1 we investigate the effectiveness ofour lighting environment estimation using

selfshadows by analyzing matrix K that constitutes Equation (3.12). In Section 3.5.2 we

examine the occurrence ofselflshadows depending on the positions ofpoint light sources.

3.5.1 Evaluating Effectiveness of Lighting Environment Estimation

       with Self-shadows

Because lighting environment estimation using Lambertian shading on an object is an ill-

posed or numerically ill-conditioned problem, in our inverse rendering, we take specular
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reflection into account on one hand, and on the other hand expect the non-linear factor by

selfLshadows, M term in Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.14), to help making the problem

better-conditioned. Here, we study the relevancy of our lighting environment estimation

with selfLshadows by comparing matrix K in Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.14), fbr the

cases with and without M term. We generate matrix K in respective cases by the following

conditions
        '

  " Lighting environment:

       " Point light source: A set ofpoint light sources on 3D grid points ranging from

         (-1500, -1000, O) to (ISOO, 1000, 2500) with spacing of500 as shown in Rgure

         3.8a. The number of the light sources is 209.

       " Area 1ight source: A set ofarea light sources on the ceiling and the walls ranging

         from (-1500, -1000, O) to (1500, 1000, 2500) as shown in Figure 3.8b. 'Ihe

         number of the light sources is 200.

  " Camera position: (4SO, 450, 450).

  " Skeleton cube:

       " Size: Cube 100 on a side. The width ofpillar 10.

       " Reflectance property: kd = 1.0E+9, ks = O.8E+2, and a=O.3.

       " Number of the sampling points from a viewpoint: 2293.

   We visualize the generated matrix K in the case of the pointiarea light source and

withlwithout M term (Rgure 3.9 and figure 3.10). The rows of matrix K is sorted ac-

cording to the categories of surface normals of the skeleton cube while the row and the

column correspond to sampling points and light sources, respectively The color denotes the

value ofentries, i.e., red for lowi blue for high, and white for O values. Moreover, we apply

the singular value decomposition to matrix K in the case ofthe pointiarea light source and

withlwithout M term, in order to verify the rank ofthe matrix by calculating the contribu-

tions ofeach singlar value to the entire sum (Rgutre 3.11 and Rgure 3.12). We discuss the

results ofvisualized matrix K and contributions ofsingular values in the fo11owing.

  " Visualized matrixK (Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10)
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 (a) Point light sources (b) Area light sources

Figure 3.8: Distribution ofhlghtsources

'Ihe points and the rectangles in the images Mustrate point and area light sources, respec-

tively 'Ihe skeleton cube and the camera are arranged in each lighting environment.

    " Effect of M term: With M term as a consequence ofself-shadows, matrix

      K contains variations of the rows as observed in Rgure 3.9a and Figure 3.10a

      since different light sources are visible from different sample points even when

      they have an identical surface normal. Without M term, on the other hand,

      variations ofthe rows are roughly in three categories, and it Mustrates that the

      rank of matrix K without M term is degenerated close to rank three. .This

      is because the number of the sorts of surface normals that are viewable from a

      single viewpoint is at most three, in other words, the rows within each categories

      are quite similar except for the difference due to specularities or the distance to

      the light sources, which causes rank deficiency We later discuss the rank of

      matrix K in details.

    " Difference between the types of light sources: Matrix K derived from the

      area light sources shows more color variations than that from the point light

      sources because of the effects thanks to the continuous value of M term and

      cos ip in Equation (3.14). Although there are differences in the color variations

      or appearance ofwhite specks due to the M term, the visualized matrices of

      both types ofthe light sources show similar tendencies.

" Contributions of singular values of matrixK (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12)

    " Effect of M term: We compare matrix K in the two cases (with or without M

      term) by analyzing their rank in terms ofthe contributions ofthe major singular
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         values. In order to solve Equation (3.16) stablM a certain rank of matrix K is

         required. As shown in IFigure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, however, matrix K without

         M term degenerates close to rank three, which is observable in contributions

         of the singular values that falls down drastically after the third singular value.

         With M term, singular values show relatively higher contributions after the

         third singular value, and it proves that matrix K with M term has a higher

         rank, which is more desirable fbr solving Equation (3.16).

       " Difference between the types of Iight sources: [he major difference between

         the point light source and the area light source is that the contribution ofthe

         first singular value in the case ofmatrix K ofarea light sources (see Figure 3.12)

         indicates a higher value than that ofpoint light sources (see Figure 3.11). That

         is, the rank ofthe matrix derived from area light sources is lower than that from

         point light sources. Nevertheless, the contributions after the third singular value

         ofmatrix K with M term keep higher values, and therefore, it illustrates that

         an estimation using selflshadows is also effective for the area light sources, as

         well as the point light source.

   Overall we h2ve seen that the selfshadows effectively reflect the complication of the

lighting environment, and as the result it is beneficial for computing the radiant intensities

ofthe light sources with higher stability:
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3.5.2 Evaluating Capability of Self-Shadow Generation of Skeleton

       Cube

In order to ercamine the occurrence ofselfshadows, we count the number ofsampling points

on the inner surface ofthe skeleton cube that are selfoccluded by other pillar ofthe hollow

cube when viewed from each possible 3D grid position fbr a point light source. We consider

the space for the point light sources to be placed, ranging from (-1500, -1500, O) to (ISOO,

1500, 3000) with (spacing 100).

   When a certain sampling point is selfoccluded viewing from a certain grid point, self

shadow is casted on the point by a light source on the grid point. Hence, it will be a problem

ifthere are only few points that are selfoccluded, since in that case almost all the M term

in Equation (3.13) equals to 1, and thus the estimation ofradiant intensities may become

unstable. Therefore, it is desirable for the skeleton cube that it has selfshadows to some

extent wherever the point light sources are placed arbitrarily

   We show some results ofverification in Figure 3.13. Ihe color ofeach position on the

planes in ]Figure 3.13 signifies the possible number ofself-occlusion by a point light source

that is placed on that position ofthe place. The color denotes the number, i.e. red denotes a

lowi and blue denotes a high number. 1for the total number ofsampling points, S300, even

the minimum number ofoccluded points was 704 (when viewed from V;.i. in Figure 3.13)

whereas the maximum was 3540. r[his indicates that the skeleton cube has selfshadows of

some good extent by point light sources at all the considered positions, which is a suitable

characteristic for a reference object as a probe oflighting environment.

3.6 Performance Eva1uation

3.6.1 ComputerSimulation

We carry out three different simulations oflighting environment under the settings as shown

in lhble 3.1.In experiment 1, we model the background lighting by a distribution of area

light sources. In experiment 2, we model the lighting environment by a distribution of

3D grid points that allows arbitrary representation of the lighting environment. FinallM

in experiment 3, we consider a specific lighting environment that models as a studio for

capturing 3D video by background lighting and foreground lighting, and estimate all ofthe

light sources that form the lighting environment. ･
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Vmin

Figure 3.1 3: See7 -occlusion ofthe sheleton cube

We count the number of sampling points on the inner surface of the skeleton cube that

are selfLoccluded by other pMar of the hollow cube when viewed from each possible 3D

grid poshion for a point light source. [he color corresponds to the number ofselfLoccluded

points: red for lowi blue for high numbers.

   We generate the radiant intensities ofthe point light sources randomly in the range be-

tween O-10000 (ground truth). While we locate the camera at the position, (SOO.O, SOO.O,

500.0), we utilize the skeleton cube of the same size and reflectance properties as we em-

ployed for the verification in the previous section. The number ofvisible points from the

camera is 1642 among the total ofS300 sampling points, throughout the three experi-

ments. We calculate what radiance should be observed at each sampling point on the inner

surface of the skeleton cube using the ground truth of the radiant intensities of the point

light sources. Then, we inversely estimate the radiant intensity with the calculated surface

radiance and investigate how close the estimation is to the ground truth.
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Table3.1:Sethngsoflightingenwironment

Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.3

Typeoflightsource Arealightsources Pointlightsource Exp.1andExp.2
Distribution Background 3Dgridpoints Exp.1andExp.2
Area 8×9×2.5m O.S×05×05m Exp.1andExp.2
NumberofIightsources 300 64 364

   thble 3.2 shows the root mean square errors of radiant intensities between the ground

truth and the estimated ones. In our simulation we evaluate the estimation at different

levels of dynamic range by quantizing the calculated surface intensities in captured images

at different quantization level, namelM 8-bit, 12-bit, and 32-bit.

   The errors oflower rate of quantization show diMculties ofestimation, however, at the

quantization level of12-bit, the errors are around 10 % for experiment 1 and 3. It indicates

that we can obtain an reasonable estimation of lighting environment with a camera which

can capture images of 12-bit per each color band. Moreover, accurate results at higher rates

imply the possibility of acquiring good estimations even in the case of complex lighting

environment provided higher rates are available.

lable 3.2: Reot mean sguare errors tzfestimated nz

level (7"(Iax intensity: 1000oj

diant intensities at each euantixational

Experiment1'' Experiment2 Experiment3
8-bit 5.6888E+03 8.0826E+04 5.546SE+03

12-bit 1.0474E+03 3.7732E+03 1.0335E+03
32-bit 1.3607E-02 2.8895E-Ol 3.8754E-Ol

   'Ihble 3.3 shows the ratio ofroot mean square errors between the calculated radiance and

radiance under the estimated lighting environment at each quantizational level. [hat is, it

illustrates possibilities ofrelighting with estimated lighting environment. The result shows

quite reasonable results even though in lower rate ofquantization. The main reason ofthis

is that variations ofradiant intensity oflight sources do not cause much effects to radiance

of an object that does not have strong specular refiections. Hence, our method enables us

to obtain naturally relighted objects which do not have strong specular reflections over the

surface such as mirror-like objects. .
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lable 3.3: Ratio ofroot mean seuare errors between caimlated radiance and nidiance "ntler

estimated lightiirg environment at each guantixational level kompared with max vaine of

caimlated radiancef

Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3
8-bit 8.02S18E-OlO/o 1.30026E-Ol o/o 3.84320E+OOO/o

12-bit 9.33367E-olo/o 9.35727E--03 o/o 3.81730E+OOO/o

32-bit 7.5go55E-o7o/o 2.01420E-07 o/o 3.45526E+ooo/o

3.6.2 RealScene

3.6.2,1 Estimating Reflectance Parameter of Skeleton Cube

We estimate the reflectance parameter ofthe skeleton cube in the following conditions:

  " Skeleton cube: 100 × 100 × 100 mm, 10 mm size ofthe pillar

  " Camera: Nikon D70 (Thble 3.4)

  " Light source: a light bulb (40 W)

  " Geometry: The skeleton cube and the light source, are arranged as shown in Figure

     3.14. Relationship between the skeleton cube and the camera is obtained by calibra-

     tion utilizing the skeleton cube.

  " Lighting: We arrange one light bulb in a studio, whose position is estimated a priori.

    We regard the radiant intensity ofthe light bulb, LL, as 1, that is, radiant intensity that

     is estimated by our method denotes relative value to the light bulh. If an estimation

     ofabsolute value ofradiant intensity is required, it can be calculated by measuring the

     radiant intensity of the light bulb with a radiometer and inultiplying the estimated

    value on the measured radiant intensit>n

  " White balance: We assume that the color of the skeleton cube is pure white, i.e.,

    white balance ofobserved radiance simply reflects white balance oflight sources.

lable 3.4: Sipecifcatioms ojCrNthon D70 L2VthOiiEl

IYpe of Came ra Sin gle-lens reflex digital camera

lmage Sensor RGB CCD, 23.7 × IS.6 mm
lmage Size 3008 × 2ooo pixel

Data Format NEF: 12-bit lossless compresslon
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Figure 3.1 4: Relationsbip between camera andlightsource

   With the above condition, we estimate the light position and the reflectance pararneter

by the following procedure:

  " Light Position:

      1. Pick up specific points ofa cast shadow ofthe skeleton cube on a graph paper.

      2. Calculate lines in 3D space with relationships between the points and the skele-

         ton cube (Rgure 3.15).

      3. Calculate the intersecting point ofthe lines, and the point indicates the position

         ofthe light bulb. Lines in 3D space, however, do not generally intersect a single

         point, and moreover the light bulb is not a point but a volume. We therefore

         define the nearest point to all of the lines as the position of the light bulb.

  " Reflectance parameter:

       1. Capture two images of the skeleton cube. One is captured from a position at

         which we cannot observe strong specular reflection-i.e., a position at which

         the viewing direction is similar to the light direction, and we denote the image

         as a deLt7itse image. Another is captured from a position at which we can ob-

         serve strong specular refiection-i.e., a position at which the viewing direction

         is similar to the direction ofthe specular reflection, and we denote the image as
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  a specularimage. An example ofthe relationship between the camera and light

  source is shown Eigure 3.14.

2. Sample the radiance on the surface ofthe skeleton cube in both ofthe images.

  We denote the radiance at point xi on the surface of the skeleton cube from

  the diffi;se image as la(xi), and from the specular image as ig(xi). Note that

  we select the sampling points where on selfshadows is observed-e.g., the top

  surface ofthe skeleton cube.

3. Estimate the diffuse component ofthe reflectance parameter, kd, by

                           kd=i(l2(I.d,()X')L, (3.17)

  where r denotes the distance between the direction of the light bulb and xi,

  N(xi) the surface normal, and L unit vector from xi to the light bulb. We

  determine kd by the least square method ofa large number ofsampling points.

4. Estimate the specular component, a and ks.

  Given the radiance ofan arbitrary pair ofsarr}pling points, we have

      4(xi)- in(x,) == N(.5g % exp [-(COS-i(¥;li) H))2], (3 is)

  where i denotes a label ofthe sampling point, i.e., i -- {1, 2}, and Vk the position

  ofthe camera that captures the specular image. Remember that we assume the

  specular reflection is not observed in the diffuse image. We first estimate a by

  eliminating ks from Equation (3.18), that is, we take the ratio oftwo equations

  for xi and x2 in Equation (3.18) as .

               Is (xi) - la (xi) N(x2)･ Vk exp (-sAi)
               Is (X2) - la(x2) = N(xi)･ vk ' exp (-sA,)' (3･19)

  where

                              1
                       S= 2a2, (3.20)
                     Ai = (cos-i(N(xi)･H))2. (321)

  Calculating natural logarithms ofboth hands ofEquation (3.19), we have

                              lnNV-lnI'
                                         , (3.22)                          s=                                Al-A2
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where

                    Nv = N(x2)･Vk
                            N(xi)･Vk'

                     I, .. k(xi)-la(xi)
                            k(x2) - la(x2)'

We determine s by the least square method ofa 1arge number ofsampli

and then we obtain a from s. FinallM we obtain ks by

                     [k(xi) - la(xi)] ･ N(xi) ･ %
                kS = exp [. cos-1 ¥axi 'H 2] '

   (3.23)

   (3.24)

ng pomts,

S"P .J

tLtl-1,:.

(3.25)

Figure 3.1 5: Estimation ofthepesition ofa jZgbtseurte

'Ihe yellow lines are estimated by pointing specific points ofthe shadow on the floo4 and

the intersection of the lines indicates the position of the light source.

    We show the images for reflectance parameter estimation in Figure 3.16 and the es-

    timated parameters in lhble 3.S. We also show square errors between the radiance

    calculated with the estimated parameter and pixel values in the input images in Thble

    3.6. They indicate that the estimated parameters fit the reflection model appropriately

'g"l
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Tp7N-::

 Diffuse image , Specular image
Figure 3.1 6: Samplingpaintsfor rd!t7lectance,Parameter estimotion

The red points indicate the sampling points.

lable 3.5: Estimated refactanceparameters

R G B

1.4220E+9 1.3601E+9 1.1041E+9

8.1007E+2 7.7726E+2 7.6115E+2

a 3.463SE-1 3.5010E-1 2.9101E-1

k(
).-

3.6.2.2 Lighting Environment Estimation of Real Scene

We estimate lighting environrnent ofa real scene in the following conditions:

  " Coordinate system: The origin ofthe scene coordinate system is defined on the floog

     and the origin of the lighting errvironment is defined at the left lower corner of the

     skeleton cube. 'Ihe each face ofthe skeleton cube is aligned to be parallel to the axis

     ofthe scene coordinate system.

  " Skeleton cube: 100 × 100 × 100 mm size, 10 mm pMar. The left lower corner ofthe

     skeleton cube is aligned at (697.35,330.02,587.98) in the scene coordinate system.

  " Camera: Nikon D70. The estimated position ofthe optical center is (211, -4, 1413)

     in the scene coordinate system.

  " Lighting: 14 fluorescent light tubes and one spot light (Kgure 3.17)

  " Lighting environment model: We distribute 385 area light sources as the background

     lighting, and 12S point light sources as the fbreground lighting, which are shown in

     Hgure 3.18.
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table 3.6: Root-mean-seuare errors ofradihnce between thepixel valves ofcapbtured image

and the valves caimlated wi'th the estimatedPanimeters

lhe percentages in brackets denote the ratio of the error to the maximum value of the

radiance.

R G B

lmage1 2.2494E+2(5.090fo) 2.3213E+2(S.440fo) 1.7270E+2(4.980fo)

lmage2 2.2078E+2(3.97(K)) 2.IS48E+2(4.040fo) 2.2208E+2(4.800fo)

1

Fluorescent Iight tubes: height i 2500mm

Y

(<>>Object X

Reconstruction space

1ShP,/,gthlig=--hS:soomm

Figure 3.17: Lighting comb'tion

  IFigure 3.19 shows images of the skeleton cube in the studio, and Figure 3.20 images

that are captured by the camera which is used for lighting environment estimation. We first

calibrate the position and the direction ofthe skeleton cube in the scene coordinate system

with the images in Figure 3.19, and then calibrate the camera with the skeleton cube. We

can thus relate a 3D point in the scene to the corresponding pixel ofa surface point on the

skeleton cube in the images that are captured by the camera.

/
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/

tt-tt

"is"
-----

XY plane YZ plane

XZ plane Perspective view

Figure 3.18: Arniagement ofSkeleton cube and light seunvs

   Iligure 3.21 shows virtually illuminated skeleton cube under the estimated lighting errvi-

ronment. 'Ihese images illustrate that shading and shadows ofthe skeleton cube are naturally

represented as the captured images, and the lighting environment in the studio is estimated

appropriately;
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Figure 3.21: Skeleton cabe ithtminated by estimated iightiug environment

3.7 Discussions

We have introduced a practical metliod for the estimation oflighting environment that is

represented by a large set of light sources. We estimate the radiant intensities of the light

sources using shading and self-shadows ofthe sheleton cztbe, which we propose as a reference

object featuring both simplicity and complexity fbr a probe of lighting environment. 'Ihe

skeleton cube can also be utilized as a reference object for geometric calibration fbr cameras.

[hat is, it allows us to calibrate both of the geometry and photometry in a scene. We

have presented its effectiveness with experimental results of computer simulations and a

real scene.

   We have also presented a model for representing lighting environment as a combination

ofLtbngreund and barkgroundlighting, which are composed ofa set ofpoint light sources

and area light sources, respectively Utilizing our practical modeling and estimation method

of area light sources as well as point light sources, we can estimate a lighting environment

ofreal scenes effectively Our method enables us to represent shading and shadowing in

which the effects ofnear light sources have to be considered, which were dificult to realize

by previous approaches.



4

Difference Sphere: An approach to Near

Light Source Estimation

4.1 lntroduction

In this chapter, we present a theoretical approach for estimating parameters oflight sources,

i.e., ambient light, directional light sources, and in particular near point light sources in--

cluding their radiant intensity: t･

   We propose to employ a pair ofreference spheres as light probes and introduce the difi

ference sphere that we acquire by differencing the radiance oftwo image regions ofthe ref

erence spheres. Since the effect by directional light sources and ambient light is eliminated

by differencing, the key advantage ofconsidering the difference sphere is that it enables us

to estimate near point light sources including their radiance, which has been diflicult to

achieve in previous effbrts where only distant directional light sources were assumed.

   We also show that analysis ofgray level contours on spherical "surfaces facilitates separate

identification ofmultiple combined light sources and is well suited to the difference sphere.

Once we estimate near point light sources with the difference sphere, we update the input

image by eliminating their influence and then estimate other remaining light sources, that

is, directional light sources and ambient light.

   In the rest of the chapteg we define the lighting and reflectance model in Section 4.2.

While introducing the notion ofdifference sphere, we discuss its characteristics in Section

4.3. Section 4.4 provides the description ofour algorithm oflight source estimation followed

by evaluations ofour proposed method in Section 4.5. Rnally we conclude the chapter with

discussions in Section 4.6.

67
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42 ModelDefinitions

4.2.1 Assumptions

For our light source estimation we employ a pair ofspheres with known size, which we call

refiirence spheres, and assume a bidirectional reflectance distribution function as Lamber-

tian. We place the spheres in a way that they do not occlude or cast shadows to each other.

We also assume that the camera for capturing images and the reference spheres are accu-

rately calibrated. We then deal with measured image irradiance which we in this paper refer

to as image intensity: In other words, we assume that the transformation function from the

radiance to the pixel gray value is spatially uniform and linear with zero bias so that the scale

factor is equal to 1. We consider the mutual reflection between the spheres as minor and

ignorable.

4.2.2 CoordinateSystems

As illustrated in Figure 4.1 we consider the scene coorknate system (X, Y, Z) and the sphere

coordinate system (x, y,z). Given a reference sphere, A, we align each axis of the sphere

coordinate system, xA, yA, and zA, parallel to X, IY, and Z axis ofthe scene coordinate sys-

tem, respectivelJL We also utilize suzface coordinate system (e, ip) in order to specify angular

positions of spherical surface points.

4.2.3 LightingEnvironment

As already mentioned, we deal with three types oflight sources, i.e., near point light source,

distant directional light source, and ambient light. In the following descriptions we denote

the refiectance coeMcient of the reference sphere as ij .

Near point light source: As shown in Figure 4.2, at point X, let ap(X, P) be an anglebe-

     tween the surface normal and the line from the light source. The radiance, Ip (X; P) ,

     is then given by

                  Ip (X; P) = ijLp max[cos ap(X, P),O] /d(X, P)2, (4.1)

     where Lp denotes radiant intensity ofthe point light source, P the position ofit, and

     d(X, P) the distance between the light source and X.
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       Y
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                                             NY
                                          ¢ xx
                                  x
                             sphere coordinate system

Figure 4.1 : Cboniinate systems.

Directional light source: As shown in F3gure 4.3, let ad(X) be an angle between the sur-

     face normal at point X and the direction ofthe light source. With the radiant intensity

     ofthe directional light source, Ld, the radiance, ld(X), is given by

                         la (X) = ij Ld max [cos ad (X), O]. (4.2)

Ambient Iight: It provides constant light fbr a scene. We consider it as bias in this papet If

     the scene were illuminated by ambient light La alone, the radiance, za, ofthe reference

     sphere would simply be

                                   lh=ijLa･ (4.3)
                                                  '

4.2.4 Radiance

Under the above described light sources, the total radiance can be modeled in general as

                            st
                 I(X) - ]£ISi](X;P[i])+£iY](X)+lh, (4.4)
                           i=1 j=1
where s and t are (unknown) numbers ofpoint light sources and directional light sources,

respectivelM i andj are indices ofthem, and P[i] is the 3D position ofthe i-th point light

source in the scene coordinate system.
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Point 1ight source

Figure 4.2: Pointlightsource

4.3 Characteristics of Single and Difference Sphere

We use the term, single sphere, interchangeably with reference sphere to explicitly distin-

guish it from defarence sphere, that is, geometric and photometric characteristics are iden-

tical to the reference sphere. From the single sphere, we can derive characteristics for light

source estimation, which we describe the fbllowing sections.

   Estimating light sources in a complex lighting environment, however, is diflicult because

it becomes harder to detect features from radiance of a surface of the single sphere under

such an environment. We thus introduce a notion ofde!71rrence sphere, which we acquire by

differencing two image regions ofreference spheres.

   In the following sections, we describe the characteristics of the single and difference

sphere in detail.

4.3.1 Radiance

4.3.1.1 SingleSphere

Let us first consider a single sphere,A, with shading in the scene and formulate the radiance

on the surface of the sphere in the sphere coordinate system.
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Directional light sou rce

Figure 4.3: Directionalhlghtsource

   Let xA represent a point on the surface ofsingle sphere A, and .7 h (xA ) the 3D position

ofxA in the scene coordinate system. Representing the radiance,. I(X), in equation (4.4)

by IA (xA), and thus replacing X with JZ (xA), the constituents ofit according to equations

(4.1)-(4.3) are given by

                I-i] =: ijALSi] max [cos ec Si] ( 1 1,4 (xA ), P[i] ), O]

                        /(D(.Tl,ti(xA),P[i]))2, (4.5)
                IY] = qA Ldij] max [cos adli] (1 A(xA)), O], (4.6)

                 lh=qALa, (47)                                                 "
                                          'where ijA is the difuse coeflicient, LS"] and LdV] denote the radiant intensity ofthe i-th point

light source and the 1'-th directional light source, respectively Note that both cosap and

cos ad accompany an index oflight source accordingly

4.3.1.2 DifferenceSphere

We virtually generate a difference sphere, "A - B", from a pair ofreference spheres, A and

B, that has the fo11owing properties.

  " Geometry: The location and the radius of the difference sphere is inherited firom

     those ofsingle sphere A.
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" Photometry: Let IA (e, ip) and IB (e, 4,) denote the radiance ofsingl

  B, respectively The radiance of difference sphere, A - B, is i

e spheres, A and

IA-B(e, ip) = IA (e, (P) - IB (e, 4)). (4.8)

   From equations (4.4) - (4.7) and (4.8) the radiance, IA-B(xAJB), at point xA.B on the

surface ofdifference sphere A - B is defined as fbllows:

IA-B(xA-B) = IA (xA) - IB (xB)

                = >Il ISi] (.1 ･. (.. ),p[i]) - >I Ibi] (.1 IB (., ), p[i]) (4.g)

                  i=1 i=1
where surface coordinates ofxA-B, xA, and xB on their corresponding spheres are all equiv-

alent. Equation (4.9) is due to the fact that the diferencing operation in equation (4.8)

eliminates lighting effects caused by al1 the directional light sources and ambient light. That

is, the illumination on a difference sphere is caused only by point light sources.

   Iinrther, since the differencing operation generally gives rise to negative radiance as well

as positive ones, we could interpret the surface radiance ofa difference sphere as ifthey were

independently generated bypositiwe and negntiwe point light sources. Thus, a diference

sphere is virtually illuminated bypositive and nagatiwe point light sources, each of which

introduces positive and riegative radiance.

   Figure 4.4 illustrates a difurence sphere that is generated by a pair of single spheres,

and show the positive and the negative radiance. In the subsequent analysis of surface ra-

diance for estimating point light sources, negative radiance can be treated just equally as

positive radiance without a loss ofgenerakty Moreover, it turns out that we only need to

analyze either positive radiance or negative one for estimating the point light sources since

the influence ofthe light sources basically appear in both ofthem. However, note that the

acquired lighting parameters in case ofanalyzing negative radiance should be interpreted in

the coordinate system whose origin is at the center ofsingle sphere B, instead ofsphere A.

Although it does not really matter which one to choose in the example of Rgure 4.4, it is

in general sensible to choose the radiance that represents larger amount ofradiant energy

   iNote that in the shading analysis that is described later, IA-B (e, ip) becomes undefined fbr those (e, ip)

where the corresponding surface points on single spheres A or B cannot be observed by a camera.
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Negative Light

   Source

Positive Light

   Source.

 (a) Singte spheres (b) Difference sphere

Figure 4.4: Single spheres and de:t7rerence sphere

'Ihe gray-level of(b) shows the radiance ofthe difference sphere; the brightfdark area reflects

positivelnegative values. [he intensities ofthe image are emphasized for display reason.

4.3.2 SurfaceAnalysis

4.3.2.1 ClassificationofSurfaces

Let us investigate the characteristics of the sphere surface while separating it into three

categories2 depending on the types ofilluminating light sources (see F3gure 4.5). [hey are,

  " S-surface: The surface illuminated by a single light source (and the ambient light).

     In particular, we call S-surface that is illuminated by a single point light source Sp-

    suizt?ice and that by a single directional light source Sd-suzface.

  " M-surface: The surface Muminated by multiple point andlor directional light sources.

  " A-surface; The surface illuminated by ambient light alone.

   Nowi we put our focus on the characteristics ofS-surface in order to estimate parameters

oflight sources. We will see that the S-surface has such features as described below.

  " Feature 1 : A set ofpoints on S-surface with identical radiance fbrms an arc on a plane

     in 3D scene. We call the plane.foaturePlane.

  " Feature 2: 'Ihe surface normal of the feature plane denotes the direction of the

    pointidirectional light source which illuminates the S-surface.

  " Feature 3: A radinnce ratio of a group of feature planes in an identical S-surface

     characterizes the radiant intensity ofthe light source.

  2 Completely dark surface due to shadow is set aside.
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 (a) A reference sphere under light sources (b) Divided surfaces

Figure 4.5: Sutt7ice ckzssilication

   In the remainder of the section, we errp1ain the above features in detail. Preceded by

the analyses in the cases ofa single point light source and a single directional light source

which show the mechanisms ofour light source estimation, we derive how the difference

sphere simplifies the procedure oflight source estimation. Note that we additionally define

the following notations.

  e O = (Ox,Oy,Oz): The center ofa reference sphere.

  " P = (Ilx, Py, Ilz): The light source position.

  " l = (lx, ly, lz): 'Ihe direction of the light source.

  " r: 'Ihe radius ofa reference sphere.

4.3.2.2 Sd-surfaceofSingleSphere

The bold line in figure 4.6 Mustrates a relationship between a directional light source and a

single sphere. We show a proofofFeature 1 and Feature 2 ofSd-surface in the following:

Proof Radiance ofpoints that have an identical value on Sd-surface is given by

                             Id=ij LdN･ l, (4.10)

where N denotes a normal vector of point x on the sphere, and 1 denotes a direction of

a light source that Muminates the Sd-surface, i.e., l = (lx,ly,lz). We rewrite N with

X=: F(x) = (X, Y, Z) andO as

                                  x-o
                             N== . (4.11)
                                    r
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With Equation (4.11), we rewrite Equation (4.10) and obtain as the fbllowing equation

                                       inr
                                           =O. (4.12)                          l･X-l･O-
                                       qLd

Equation (4.12) indicates that points that have an identical radiance are on an identical

plane whose surface orientation is l == (lx, ly, lz).

   Assuming that lighting direction l is identical to the z-axis (we do not lose a generality

by this assumption, because we can arbitrarily define a coordinate system), we have l ==

(O, O, 1). Substituting l for Equation (4.12), we obtain

                                       lar
                             Z=Oz+oLd･ (4.13)

Moreoveg since X is a point on the sphere, we have

                  (x-ox)2+(y-oy)2+(z-oz)2=r2. (4.i4)

With Equation (4.13) and (4.14), we finally obtain

                  (x-ox)2+(y-oy)2=r2-(idL'd)2 (4is)

   'Ihus a set ofpoints on Sd-surface with identical radiafice forms' an arc on a feature plane

in 3D scene (Feature 1), and the surface normal ofthe feature plane denotes the direction

ofa directional light source (Feature 2). ll
   Note that Equation (4.12) tells that all feature planes that is defined in an Sd-surface

are parallel to each other. Furthermore, a group of feature planes with difft)rent radiance

characterizes the radiant intensity ofthe directional light source illuminating the Sd-surface.

Since the radiance ofthe group offeature planes varies according to Pd(x), we describe the

radiance with Pd(x) instead ofad(x). That is, the radiance, I(x), at x on an Sd-surface is

given by

                        I(x) = ij Ld cos ad (x)+rp L,. (4.16)

We rewrite this equation with Pd(x) as

                        I(X) =: ijLd COS iE;d(X)+ijLar (4.17)

where Pd(x) =: ord(x). Selecting points on any three independent feature planes, we have

the radiance ratio (Feature 3)

                       i::l]{i:li =- il::l -- il[:i] (4 is)
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/

1
/

where I' (x) = cos fid(x).

  Tb summarize the analysis on S-surface, ifthe radiance ratio is given by Equation (4.18),

we can deduce that the S-surface is an Sd-surface and thus can obtain Ld and La from

Equation (4.17).

                               Directional light source

1

Feature plane

:

: l

Pd(X

    7"

CVd(X

/

Figure 4.6: Relationship between a single directienallightsoume anda reference sphere

4323 Sp-surfaceofSingleSphere

Rgure 4.7 shows a relationship between a point light source and a single sphere. We first

show a proofof Feature 1 and Feature 2 ofSp-surface in the following:

Protzf As shown in ]Flgure 4.7, a distance between a point light source and points on the

Sp-surface that have an identical radiance is denoted as d(.1'(x),P). The radiance is given

:
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by

                     Ip =ijLpN'l'/d(.1 '(x),P)2, (4･19)

where l' == (P - X)/d(.1 '(x),P).

  We rewrite Equation (4.19) with X and l as

                         qLp (X-O) dpl-X
                 IP=d(f(x),p)2 r d(-(x),p)' (420)

where dp denotes the distance between P and O. Expanding Equation (4.20), we have

              l･X-l･O- 1£; (r2-d(f(x),P)3iPLrp)=O. (4.20

Since the distance between the light source and the points that have the identical radiance is

constant, Equation (4.21) indicates that the points are on an identical plane whose surface

orientation is l == (lx,ly, lz)･

  Assuming that lighting direction l is identical to the z-axis, i.e., l == (O, O, 1), we have

                 Z=Oz+zli; (r2+d(1 (x),p,),3iPLrp). (4.22)

Moreover, since X is a point on the sphere, with Equation (4.22) and (4.14), we finally

                                                      'obtain

     (x- ox)2 + (y - oy)2 = r2 - [zll; (r2 +d(f(x),p)3iPLrp)]2 (4.23)

   [hus a set ofpoints on Sp-surface with identical radiance forms an arc on a feature plane

in 3D scene (Feature 1), and the surface normal ofthe feature plane denotes the direction

ofa light source (Feature 2). " n
   The radiance, l(x), at x on a feature plane is

              I(x) = ijL, cos ap(1'(x), P) /d(.7'(x),P)2+ ij La, (4.24)

where cosap(.7'(x),P) and d(.7'(x),P) can be fbrmulated as

                             dp2 - r2 - d(f(x),p)2
            COS"P(f(X)'P) = 2,d(-(.),p) , (4'25)

                d(F(x), P) = dp2 + r2 - 2rdp cos Pp(x, l).

                                                            (4.26)
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By substituting the above e

              I(x) = qLp

quations into Equation (4.24),

        dp cos 6p(x, l) - r

we have

[dp2 + r2 - 2rdp cos Pp(x, l)]
 + ijLa･
g

(427)

Equation (4.27) indicates that the radiance depends on unknown Lp, La, and dp. However,

the ambient light term can be eliminated by subtracting the radiance at points on any two

feature planes. Besides, the lighting effect of the point light source due to Lp can also

be canceled by selecting yet another point on any other feature plane and computing the

radiance ratio (Feature 3),

                      IEx.l))ii,[:zl == I',[:lii,I((:z)) (4･2s)

where
                                dp cos Pp(x, l) - r

                   Ii (x)= 3'
                          [dp2 + r2 - 2rdp cos Pp(x, l)] 2

   Solving Equation (4.28), we can theoretically obtain dp, and thereby Lp and La from

Equation (4.27). Nevertheless, the solution to dp is not indeed straightforward, which

indicates the difficulty in estimating the point light sources solely by a single sphere.

4.3.2.4 Sp-surfaceofdifferenceSphere

S-surface of a difference sphere has similar characteristics as does Sp-surface of a single

sphere, except that the factor ofambient light is precluded. That is, radiance I(x) at x on a

difference sphere is

                    I(x) = qLP cos ec,(x, P) /d(1'(x),P)2, (4.29)

where LP denotes the radiant intensity ofa positive or negative point light source. Thus the

radiance ratio is given by

                              I[:Ii-i',i:i,i (4.3o)

where
                                dp cos 6p(x, l) - r

                   I' (x)= Q'
                           [dp2 + r2 - 2rdp cos 6p(x, l)] 2

    Solving Equation (4.30) analogouslM we can obtain dp, and then LP firom Equation

 (4.29). It can be seen that a more practical solution is allowed in the case with difference

 sphere and it is much simpler than the case ofsolving Equation (4.28) with single sphere.
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 Figure 4.7: Relationship between a st'nglle,Pveint hlght seurzre and a nzt)rence sphere.

4.4 AlgorithmofLightSourceEstimation

 Based on the above discussions we propose a twofold algorithm for light source estimation

 as following:

step O Capture an image.

step 1 Generate an image ofa difference sphere

  step 1-1 Estimate parameters ofpoint light sources

step 2 Update the input image by eliminating the lighting effects that is due to the estimated
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     point light sources.

 step 2-1 Estimate parameters ofdirectional light sources and ambient light.

In each sub-step (1-1, 2-1), we estimate the parameters of light sources by an iterative

operation. That is, we eliminate the effects of light source candidates one after another

from the input image, and verify them by analyzing the residual in the image (Rgure 4.8).

The procedure is:

   i. Convert each image region ofthe sphere to contour representation (see Section 4.4.1).

  li. Estimate parameters oflight source candidates (see Section 4.4.2).

      10 Divide the contour lines into contour segments

      20 Extract candidates ofS--surfaces.

      30 Analyze each candidate ofS-surface and estimate a corresponding light source

         candidate.

  iii. Verify each ofthe light source candidates (see Section 3.5).

      10 Generate an image by eliminating the effect ofa light source candidate from the

         lnput lmage.

      20 Analyze the residual radiance.

           " If the sufface has a uniform value, we regard the light source candidates

             that have been employed for the generation of the input image as correct

             and terminate the procedure.

           " If there exists a surface with negative values (negatiwe suct?ice), the light

             source candidate is judged to be incorrect.

           " Otherwise, update the input image to the image that is generated by lii-10

             and go to i.

We now describe the details ofthe processes in sub-steps i to iii.

4.4.1 Region Representatien with Gray-Level Contour Lines

 lhe contour representation can be described as a geographic map where the radiance levels

ofpixels are regarded as height at corresponding locations [AK97]. After obtaining the
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contour representation, we use it for extracting S-surfaces in the input image. Since the

contour representation refiects geometric characteristics ofshading ofobjects while being

robust against local noise, we consider that it is more suitable for extraction and analysis of

S-surfaces than an ordinary image representation by an array ofpixel values.

4.4.2 Estimation of Light Source Candidates' Parameters

As the surface of a sphere is illuminated by multiple light sources, the contour naturally

consists of multiple segments, rather than looking like a simple arc. 'Ihus, we first divide

every single contour line into contour segments in such a way that each segment represents

an arc. Ihe contour segmentation is an important process because it is the very clue with

physical meanings for extracting an S-surface as a unit which we analyze for estimating the

corresponding lighting source. By adapting the feature of contour segment representation

ofS-surface, we rewrite Feature 1 to Feature 1'. NamelM

Feature 1': A contour segment on an S-surface fbrms an arc on a plane in 3D scene. We

     call the plane.foatureplane.

                                             ft t
We then estimate the light source parameters as following:

  10 We divide the contour lines into contour segments based on Feature 1'.

  20 By grouping the contour segments which indicate feature planes whose surface nor-

     mals are in identical directions, we extract S--surface(s).

  30 We estimate the parameters ofthe light sources according to Feature 2 while calcu-

     lating the radiance ratio to determine the radiant intensity by Feature 3.

4.4.3 Verification of Estimated Light Source Candidates

We verify the estimated light source candidates by analyzing images that are generated by

eliminating their possible effects from the input image. 'lhat is, if the residual has negative

values3, we can determine that the estimation is not correct.

   Suppose a reference sphere that is illuminated by three directional light sources (Figure

4.8). While there are four candidates ofS-surface in the input image, correct S--surfaces are

  3In step 1, the residual should be zero. In step 2, the residual can also take a uniform value, which is

regarded as the effect ofambient light.
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C2 and C4, and the others are M-surfaces. Although it is not possible to identify S-surfaces

among the candidates only by the iso-radiance contours, we can identify an M-surface by

analyzing the residual that is generated by eliminating the effects of the light source candi-

dates. That is, we can identify that C3 is an M-surface since the negntive suijiice appears in

the third figure from the left in the first verification, which is generated by eliminating the

efuct ofthe light source candidate from C3. Continuing the procedure iteratively with the

updated images, we find that three paths give the correct estimations. As these paths allow

estimations of identical parameters of the same light sources, the lighting environment is

correctly estimated.

   For general lighting setting, as long as at least one correct S-surface exists, we can es-

timate the corresponding light source and continue the procedure by eliminating its effect

from the input image accordingly

   As we described above, our method investigates all ofthe possible paths, and determines

the path that indicates the correct set of light sources. 'Ihat is, it is a kind of try-and--

error approaches which are required to consider an accumulation oferrors or a selection of

estimation paths, i.e., a global optimization. Tb obtain an optimal set of the light sources,

we evaluate all combinations of the estimated light sources in the successfu1 paths.
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1 st estimation

 lnput image Contour Candidates of
L, RePreSentation S-surface
t,x

     Cl C2 C3 C4

Cl C2 C3 C4

  CIC2

××

Cl C2

×

f

3rd verification

Cl Cl
 CeC2 Cl

.ipt,ee

Icompletely eliminated surface ee negative surface

Figure 4.8: An example (zfran estimationJebw

`V denotes the light sources, and `C' denotes S-surface candidates. O and × signify correct

and incorrect estimations, respectivelM and A an intermediate estimation.
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4.5 PerformanceEvaluation

We demonstrate the effk)ctiveness of our algorithm with a CG image and a real image. The

CG image is rendered with OpenGL while Gaussian noise with a variance of6.5S is added

to it.

4.5.1 CGSimulation

Figure 4.9 exemplifies some results including the contour analysis on difference sphere. The

input spheres are set to be illuminated by a point light source, two directional light sources,

and ambient light. Each figure shows:

  (a) Input image.

  (b) Difference sphere generated from (a).

  (c) Grouped contour segments and contour lines ofthe region that has positive values.

  (d) Grouped contour segments and contour lines ofthe region that has negative values.

  (e) Intermediate image - generated by eliminating the lighting effect by the estimated

     point light source from the input image.

  (f) Grouped contour segments and contour lines of(e).

  (g) Result ofelimination oflighting effbcts.

'lhe intermediate image (e) shows the situation where the lighting effect by the point light

 source is eliminated and the remaining effbct by directional light sources and ambient light

 is present. We then consider the image as a new input and estimate the parameters oflight

 sources with the reference spheres which we regard as two reference spheres. (f) shows that

 each single sphere reflects one directional light source, respectivelM whereas (g) is a result

 of eliminating the eflIk)ct by the light sources.

    thble 4.1 shows the estimated parameters as the result. Light source 1 is best estimated

 whereas the accuracy tends to relatively decline as the estimation proceeds due to accumu-

 lation oferrors. However, it can be seen that the overal1 performance is quite reasonable as

 the first trial ofestimating both the positions and the radiant intensities oflight sources.
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(a) lnput image

,l･.

,t i,L. ..

(b) Difference sphere

     g"'g'g"'ki'･lilllll

      il' ･// ;. }i' L;.V

(c) Grouped contour segments

   and contour lines of
  the positive light source

   rM'
$illii
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    ･ee･

(d) Grouped contour segments

   and contour lines of
  the negative light source

(e) lntermediate image

  and contour lines

%eege ee ss

       "`

(fi Grouped contour segments

(g) Result of elimination of lighting effects

Figure 4.9: Procedures oflightsource estimatien.
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table 4.1 : Estimatetiparameters ofiightiirg environment in CG image

The estimation is for light source 1-3 and ambient light. The direction ofdirectional light

source is represented in (e, ip).

Parameter True Estimated
Lightsource1 Type

Radiantintensity

Position

Point

127.S

(O.O,-2.0,-1.0)

Peint

120.4
(-O.O06,-1.99,-1.01?

Lightsource2 Type
Radiantintensity

Direction

Directional

76.5

(45.9,14.0)

Directional

77.67
(47.2,14.6?

Lightsource3 Type
Radiantintensity

Direction

Directional

76.5

(73.3,O.O)

Directional

93.77
(70.6,-8.9?

Ambientlight Radiantintensity 76.0 68.16

4.5.2 RealScene

Figure 4.10 shows results oflighting environment estimation for a real scene. Figure 4.10a

shows an input image ofa real scene which includes a point light source and two directional

light sources, one roughly from the upper-right ofthe viewing direction and the other from

the opposite side. Two reference spheres are placed on mounts whereas the point light

source is located in between them and hidden by the frontal sphere. Figure 4.10b shows

a difference sphere, and the red pixels denotes a surface that is illuminated by a positive

light source. Figure 4.10c,shows a contour representation of (b) and indicates a Sp-surface.

Figure 4.10d shows an image that is generated by eliminating the effect ofthe light source

that is estimated from (c). Figure 4.10e shows a contour representation of(d), and denotes

three Sd-surface candidates. Figure 4.10f shows an image that is generated by eliminating

the effect ofthe light sources that are estimated from (e). Furthermore, Figure 4.10g shows

virtual spheres in the estimated lighting environment, and (h) shows the difference between

(a) and (g). It illustrates that in the estimated lighting environment the virtual spheres are

illuminated almost equivalently as in the input lighting environment.

   Figure 4.11 shows virtual objects that are illuminated by estimated light sources. Im-

ages in Figure 4.11 (a), (b) and (c) are generated by illuminating a CG teapot by each of

the estimated light source, respectivelM whereas (d) is with all the three light sources and

ambient light. Figutre 4.11e shows a synthesized image by adding the virtual object and the

shadows in (d) into the real scene. 1he point light source is now visible since the spheres
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have been removed while two little real dolls are placed for comparison. As the point light

source is not completely isotropic and illuminates only the upper hemisphere from a certain

height, it may appear odd that the floor remains dark. Apart from that it illustrates that a

CG object is added naturally with the real lighting environment.

   FinallM we show the estimated light source positions and the radiant intensities ofthe

real scene (thble 4.2) under the following scene coordinate system:

･

･

･

･

Origin: center of the bottom of the virtual teapot,

X-axis: towards the right ofthe horizontal direction ofthe image,

Y=axis: along the depth direction ofthe plane,

Laxis: orthogonal to the XY-plane.

lable 4.2: Estimatedparameters oflighting environment in realscene

[he estimation is for light source 1-3 and ambient light source. '1 he direction ofdirectional

light source is represented in (e, ip). " '
Parameter estimated

Lightsource1 Type Point

Radiantintensity 18394.0
Position (8.16,-13.9,2.352

Lightsource2 Type Directionat

Radiantintensity 143.3
Direction (61.31,122.40?

Lightsource3 Type Directt'onal

Radiantintensity 103.0

Direction (65.gO,-54.47?

Lightsource4 Type Ambient
Radiantintensity le.o

'
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iiSISIII

(e) Contour representation of (d)

 (g) vartual spheres in the estimated

 lighting environment

Figure 4.1 O: Procedure oflightsource estimation t Realscenef

M Result of eliminating lighting effects

                 1. .tl

(h) DMerence between (a) and (g)
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(a) Point light source (b) Directional light source 1

(c) Directional light sources 2

eeeees

(d) Estimated Iight sources

 (e) Synthesized image

Figure 4.1 1 : lhe eagpen'ment ofaddiiug virtual object in a realscene

Images in (a), (b) and (c) are generated by illuminating a virtual object (teapot) by each

estimated light source, respectively (d) is generated with the above three light sources and

ambient light, (e) is a synthesized image in the real scene.
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4.6 Discussions

4.6.1 Range of ldentifying a Near Light Source

In the case ofpractical estimations, the range in which the point light sources can be iden-

tified depends on the size ofthe reference sphere and the distance between the light source

and the sphere. 'Ihat is, a light source that is positioned at a longer distance from the refer-

ence sphere can be regarded as a directional light source.

   Flgure 4.12 Mustrates a reference sphere that is illuminated by a point light source, where

O and P denote positions of the reference sphere and the point light source, respectively

The positions, xp and xd, denote the fmhest points Muminated by the point light source

and the directional light source that have the identical clirection, l. Note that O, P, xp and

xd are aligned on an identical plane. The arc length, lxp,xd, between xp and xd is given by

                       i.p,.d=rcos-i dpip-r2, (43i)

where dp denotes the distance between O and P, and r the radius of the reference sphere.

By analyzing lxp,xd according to dp and r, we can determine the range in which we identify

a point light source with a reference sphere.

Xd
ZxP,Xd

         Xp

r r
l P

o dp

Figure 4. 1 2: Reference sphere ideminated by apaint jZgbt soume

L
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   Egure 4.13 Mustrates the relationship between the length, lxp,xd, and the radius, r, of

a reference sphere in the case that the reference sphere has the radius ofthe size of1. 'Ihe

figure indicates that lxp,xd becomes O.1 at about ten of dp. Considering the resolution of

captured images, the accuracy of camera calibration, the shape of reference spheres, etc.,

we reach to a criterion for the range ofidentifying a near light source, dp, as ten times of

r. E.g., when utilizing a reference sphere whose raclius is 5 cm, the range becomes 50 cm.

In other words, we regard the light sources that are positioned at ten times fmher than the

radius ofthe reference sphere as directional light sources. AccordinglM we can eliminate the

effects of the light sources using the difference sphere, and estimate the radiant intensity of

near light sources.

   By determining the range ofidentifying near light sources as in the above descriptions,

we can explicitly distinguish the foreground lighting from the background lighting. We can

therefore estimate precise parameters of near light sources with the difference sphere, and

the complex lighting environment with the skeleton cube as we described in the introduction

oftlie lighting environment estimation.

1.2

1.1

1

O.9

O.8

F

 R o.7
  N...S. O.6

05

O.4

O.3

O.2

O.1

o

lxp,vd = r cos-i
dp2 -- r2

dp

1 3 5 7 9   11

dp
13 15 17 19

Figure 4.13: Relationship between lx,,x, anddp (r = 1)
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4.6.2 Summary

We have presented a novel technique fbr lighting environment estimation which allows us

to estimate parameters ofpoint light sources as well as directional light sources and ambient

light. We employ a contour representation of an image for analyzing shading of a pair of

reference spheres and characterize 3D geometric and photometric properties of the light

source. In particular we have proposed the difference sphere which enables us to estimate

parameters of the point light sources by eliminating the lighting effects of ambient light

and directional light sources. In order to show the theoretical availability; we have demon-

strated the effectiveness by applying our method to CG images generated with a point light

source, two directional light sources, and ambient light. We have also applied our method

to lighting environment ofa real scene, and demonstrated that our method enables us to

render a virtual image that is geometrically and photometrically consistent to the real scene

by synthesizing the image in the scene.
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Ve rsatiIe Visualization of 3D Video

5.1 lntroduction

Movie directors create impressive scenes by directing actions ofactors, camerawork, light-

ing, etc. While many of these expressions are based on experience and sensibility of the

directors, some expressions are established as fundamental techniques for creating compo-

sitions ofscenes, lighting effbcts, etc. Without those techniques, created movies are boring

or non-impressive such as home videos that are taken･by･amateurs. Likewise, for creating

well-directed scenes of3D video, some fundamental techniques are required.

   In this chapter, we present directing algorithms for 3D video based on fundamental

techniques ofbasic movie expressions. While there are several studies for intelhgent di-

recting/editing with 2D video sequences, 3D information is highly demanded to utilize the

techniques such as creating compositions or lighting effects. Since 3D video records 3D

information of captured objects, it is superior to 2D based free-viewpoint image directing

in terms ofapplying those techniques. .
   We roughly categorize the 3D video directing into two types below:

  " Geometric Directing

       " Editing of Camerawork

         position, target, shots, zooming, etc.

       " Arrangement of Objects

         positions, directions, etc.

       " Arrangement of Background

         positions, directions, etc.

                                  93
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  " Photometric Directing

       " Lighting

         type oflight sources, positions, directions, intensityi distribution, etc.

We describe the details ofeach directing in the following sections.

   Furthermore, we have developed a 3D video viewer that plays 3D video in real time. This

viewer enables us to observe a 3D video object from an arbitrary viewpoint, and moreover, it

can render stereoscopic images for special displaying equipment [Sha, San] that can display

eye-popping 3D images. With thie viewer, users can eajoy the world of3D video on real

meanlng.

5.2 GeometricDirecting:CameraworkCreationusingOb-
      ject's Shape and Motion

5.2.1 Overview

Composition ofthe scene -which direction, how much size, and what position an object

is captured- gives various impressions to audiences, even though it depicts the same scene.

Hence movie directors arrange objects and cameras carefully to visualize what they desire

to express.

   In the case ofordinary film directing, directors can order actors to change their actions,

positions, and directions, but in the case of3D video directing, it is difficult to change shapes

and motions of the captured object, or they must not be changed because they may have

special meaning such as traditional dancing, ceremonies, action of athletes, etc. Ifor this

reason, an algorithm ofcamerawork creation that copes with the object's shape and motion

is required for directing 3D video.

   For geometric directing-i.e. camerawork creation, we arrange the fo11owing compo-

nents in a virtual scene (Egure S.1).

   " Object(s)

     It is captured by 3D video capturing system. We can also duplicate the object and

     arrange them in a same scene.

   " Background

     A hemispherical object that is texture-mapped with an image that is captured by an
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     omni-directional camera.

  " Virtual camera

     It captures the virtual scene by specifying some parameters.

[hese components have the fo11owing parameters that are defined in each coordinate system.

  " Object parameters

     Position: xo, yo, zo, direction: ipo, ipo, po, and scale: so

  " Background parameters

     Position: xb,yb,zb, direction: Vb, ipb,pb, and scale: sb

  " Virtual camera parameters

     Position: xp,yp,zp, target point: xt,yt,zt, up direction: xu,yu,zu, field ofview: e,

     and aspect ratio: r

[b create camerawork for actualizing required expressions, these parameters are required to

be specified at each time. The number ofparameters is, 'howeve4' too numerous to specify

and it is time consuming for 3D video directors. In the fbllowing section, we present a

semi-automatic algorithm to create camerawork for fundamental expressions by specifying

compositions ofa scene (e.g. close up, middle shot, etc.) in some key frames.

5.2.2 AlgorithmofCameraworkCreation

5.2.2.1 Outline

                                                   "We show the outline ofthe procedure in the following:

  1. Specify the composition ofthe scene in the first frame (kay,firame O).

  2. Calculate the camera parameters that actualize the composition.

  3. Specify the composition ofthe scene in an arbitrary frame (kayframe i).

  4. Calculate the camera parameters that actualize the composition and interpolate the

     parameters between key frame i and key frame i - 1.

  5. When reach the last frame, finish the procedure, otherwise go to 3.
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Figure 5.1: vartual Scene SetuLP

   We define the following parameters ofan object before describing calculation ofcamera

parameters.

  " Position: the centroid ofa group ofvoxels that form the object.

  " Height: length ofthe object along the z axis.

  " Direction: direction,representing the front part ofthe object. (This can be estimated

     from the shape ofthe object. In this thesis, we specify this beforehand.)

Note that these parameters are defined assuming a standing human as the object.

5.2.2.2 CameraParameterCalculation

Camera parameters to be calculated by our algorithm are position, target point and up di-

rection. Other parameters-i.e. field ofview and aspect ratio are specified with composition

ofthe scene. ]furthermore, by specifying the direction to capture an object (e.g. front, back,

etc.), we can obtain a complete set ofcamera parameters that actualize the composition.

   First, before calculating the position of the camera, we define the distance d between

the camera and the object by the fbllowing equation:

                                   rh ･h .                              d= 2tang' (5'1)

'
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where h is the height ofthe object, and e is the field of

height in a picture to the height ofthe picture, which is

  " rh = 1.0: full shot,

  " rh = O.7: knee shot,

  " rh = O･5: middle shot,

  " rh = O.3: close shot, and

  " rh = O.2: close up.

viev¢ rh is the ratio ofth

defined as fo11owing:

e object's

h

e

rh h
d

(1-Th)h

e,

'

Figure 5.2: Relationship between a virtual camera andan object tZ)

   After obtaining the distance d, we determine the position ofthe camera (xp, yp, zp) by

specifying the direction to capture the object. AdditionallM we determine the target point

by the following equations:

                 (lilil:,:g,giSE$:,69 ': l,i, ,s.,,
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where d is given by Equation(S.1), and 6 is the angle between the direction ofthe object and

the x axis in the scene (Rgure 5.3). ip and ip are arbitrarily specified, such as upper-front,

lower-back, etc. (Rgure S.4). (xt,yt,zt) is the target point, where xt and yt denote the

same value as the position ofthe object, and zt is given by

                         h･rh
                                        (osrhsl). (s.3)                 zt=h-
                           2

6

Figure 5.3: Relationship between objetr andscene coordinate systems

         --

-:A-------------..---.

     ¢
- <-:-: l--m------H----N------
     -s-s.-        -----------x-y

Figure 5.4 : Relationship between a virtual camem and an objeti (Q)

   FinallM determining the up direction from the cross product ofviewing direction (the

direction from the camera position to the target point) and the horizontal direction of the

scene, we can obtain a complete set of camera parameters.

   After calculating the camera parameters in arbitrary key frames, we can obtain camer-

awork ofa 3D video sequence by interpolating them between the neighboring key frames.
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5.2.3 GUIApplicationforGeometricDirecting

We have developed a Gui application for the geomeuic directing (Figure S.5). A 3D video

director can specify the positions, rotations, and scales ofan object and the background with

this application. Camera parameters are calculated from the composition ofthe scene that

is specified in a key frame.

  We have also implemented a method to ereate carnerework by specifying all of the

camera parameters in arbitrary key frames, which is often employed by ordinary computer

graphics softvvares. With this method, a 3D video director can create various scenes that

helshe desires to express.
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Figure 5.5: GUZamplicationfor.M video editingandvisualizatien

5.2.4 PerformanceEvaluation

We show experimental results with an object that is captured by the fbllowing conditions

(figure S.6):

  " Number of onjects: 1

  " Camera: Sony EVI G20 ( [hble S.1)
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  " Number of cameras: #1 to #9 for shape reconsrmction, and #1 to #12 for texture

    generation

  " Length ofa sequence: 334 frames (IS frames per second)

table 5.1 : opecijications ofSoay Eva G !O

TYpe of Camera Analog video camera

lmage Sensor 114-type color CCD

lmage Size 640 × 480pixel

Data Format NTSC color
Frame rate 15 frames per second, software synchronization
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Figure 5.6: 3D vitleo campturingstudio 1

S.2.4.1 Composition

We first show a result of rendered scenes by specifying compositions of a scene at a sin-

gle frame (Figure S.7). 1he images indicate that the scenes are rendered with appropriate

,
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5.2. GeometricDirecting; CameraworkCreationusingObject'sShapeandMotion 1Ol

compositions using geometric information ofthe object.

 Full shot Knee shot Middle shot Close shot Close up

Figure 5.7: Imogn rendered by specr;tving a camposition ofa scene

5.2.4.2 Camerawork Creation using Object's Shape and Motion

We generate a 3D video sequence of a dancing woman, and demonstrate the camerawork

creation using its shape and motion. We first manually categorize its motion, which is

shown in lhble 5.2.

lable 5.2: Object3 motion

FrameNumber Motion
O-33 moving to right

3476 swing her arms left to right

77-119 moving to left

120-159

160-194

swinging her arms left to right

moving to right

195.237

238-268

changing the direction and swinging her arms left to right

moving to left

269-314
31S-333

changing the direction and svvinging her arms left to right

raise her right hand

   Utilizing the above infbrmation, we create camerawork that realizes capturing the ob-

ject's front part while the object is dancing. Ihe composition is specified as shown in table

5.3, and the field ofview and the aspect ratio are specified as 60 degree and 1.33(=640/480),

respectively

lab1e 5.3: opect]iedcompositioms

 FrameNumber Composition

 O fu11 shot
 119 fu11 shot
 237 knee shot
 299 middle shot
 333 full shot
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   Figure 5.8 shows a final result of the geometric directing-i.e., camerawork creation

using object's shape and motion. We also utilize an omni-directional background that is

captured by a fixed-viewpoint pan-tilt camera [WM96] . The figure shows that the sequence

is correctly rendered by the specified camerawork, and indicates that we can direct a 3D

video sequence effectively by utilizing the geometric information ofthe object.
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5.3 PhotometricDirecting: Lighting Effect Control

5.3.1 Overview

Lighting is also an important expression for direction ofmovies. Since 3D video has both

geometric and photometric information, we can actualize the lighting effect on an object

by analyzing its shape and reflectance parameters. It is one ofthe advantages for 3D video

over ordinary image-based rendering methods.

   Tb control lighting effects, we require the lighting environment, the shape ofan object,

and reflectance parameters ofthe object. In the following sections, we describe the details

ofthese parameters, and a method to actualize the lighting effk:ct control with them.

5.3.2 EstimationofLightingEnvironment

While we can estimate the lighting environment with the skeleton cube or the difference

sphere independently as described in the previous chapters, we can also estimate the light-

ing environment effectively by combining the two methods. Ihat is, by compensating fbr

the weakness ofeach method-the skeleton cube: approximate estimation ofthe distribu-

tion oflight sources and the difference sphere: diMculties for estimating complex lighting

environment-, we can estimate a real, complex lighting environment effectively;

   The procedure ofthe combination ofthe skeleton cube and the difference sphere is the

following (Rgure 5.9):

  1. Model an approximate lighting environment (Bgure S.9b)

  2. With the diffk)rence sphere, estimate precise parameters of the foreground lighting

     (Hgure 5.9c)

  3. With the skeleton cube, estimate radiant intensity ofthe lighting environment that

     is remodeled with the estimated foreground lighting (Rgure S.9d)

The key point ofthe procedure is that by eliminating the effects ofthe background lighting,

we can estimate precise parameters of the foreground lighting with the difference sphere,

and a complex lighting environment is then modeled and estimated with the skeleton cube

by utilizing the estimation result of the diffbrence sphere. AccordinglM we can estimate a

lighting environment of real scenes effectively
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Figure 5.9: Cbmbination ofthe skeleton cube and the defference sphere

53.3 EstimationofReflectanceParameters

Observed color of a 3D video object is determined by the viewpoint, parameters of the

object, and lighting environment. That is, it is given by

                         I(x) -f(V, O(x), L), (5.4)

where x denotes the surface point ofthe object, I(x), V, O(x), and L denote the observed

color at x, the viewpoint, the parameters of the object-i.e. the normal vector and the

refiectance parameter at x, and the parameters oflighting errvironment, respectivelyi.

  Assuming the surface reflection model as Lambenian, we define the observed color of

the object as

                 i(x) = k(x) tn., 2i(l:,Xi S.)i2) N(x)･u(x, Li), (s.s)

where each parameter is defined as following:

  i These parameters are defined in each colorband, that is, R, G, and B. Iior the sake ofa simple description,

we do not denote it explicitly in the fbllovving descriptions.
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  " k(x): Reflectance parameter at x,

  " Li: Light source i,

  " d(x, Li): Distance between x and Li,

  " M(x, Li): Mask term,

  " N(x): Normal vector at x, and

  " U(i, x): Unit vector from x to Li.

The details ofthe components for estimation ofreflectance parameters are:

Shape of object: It is obtained by the 3D video capturing system, and the mesh deforma--

     tion algorithm [nob] is applied. We can thus obtain quite accurate shape.

Observed coEor ef object: It is represented by a group of colored voxels. Each voxel has

     multiple colors that are selected among the images due to multiple cameras. The colors

     are, however, not identical because oferrors that are caused by the camera calibration,

     the volume intersection method, etc. For rejecting those errors, we select a median

     color of them, and define it as the color of the voxel.

Lighting environment: It is estimated by the methods that are described in the previous

     sections. The lighting environment is represented by a set of light sources that have

     the parameters for the type, the position, the direction and the intensityL

Mask term: It is calculated by the method that is described in Section 3.3.2.2, which in-

     dicates O or 1 for point light sources, and O to 1 fbr area light sources.

   According to the above description, if the shape and the observed color of the object

and the lighting environment are known, we can estimate the reflectance parameter by

                      k(X) == 2], 2i(I:i･s)s)k((X.)) u(.,L,) (s 6)

ConsequentlM the procedure for the estimation ofthe reflectance parameters is the fbllow--

ing:

   1. Reconstruct the object
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  2. Estimate the color of the object

  3. Estimate the Iighting environment that illuminates the object

  4. Estimate the reflectance parameters of the object

5.3.4 LightingEffectControl

With the refiectance parameters that are estimated by the method in the previous section,

we re-light an object with variable lighting environments. Tb realize the lighting effect

control, we manually add or remove the effbct oflight sources from the estimated lighting

environment, and we can also construct an artificial lighting environment in a scene.

5.3.5 PerformanceEvaluation

5.3.5.1 EstimationofReflectanceParameter

FirstlM we reconstruct a 3D object under the foilowing conditions (F3gure 5.10):

  " Number of objects: 1

                                           t'
  " Camera: Sony DFVV`VL500 (Thble 5.4)

  " Number of cameras: 25

  " Reconstruction Space: 3000 × 3000 × 2000 mm

                                                     '
  " Lighting: 14 fluorescent light tubes and one spot light([he details are described in

     Section 3.6.2.2.) In this section, we only employ the skeleton cube for lighting envi-

     ronment estrmatlon.

lable 5.4: Elpecij7cations ofSoay DFPVC-PZ500 ZSonOij

'lypeofCamera Digitalvideocamera

lmage Sensor 113-type progressive scan IT CCD

lmage Size 640 × 480 pixel

Data Format YUV (4:2:2) 8 bits each

Frame rate 12.5 fps at external synchronous mode

The captured images ofan object (a human in a studio) and sample images ofa reconstructed

object are shown in Rgure S.11 and figure 5.12, respectively The obiect has 19220 vertices
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Figure 5.1 O: 3D vi'deo mpturing stztdio 2

and 38436 faces in the voxel size of10 × 10 × 10 mm. Flgure 5.12 shows that the resolution

is suMcient for expressing the face ofthe object, but some errors occur especially on the left

side of the object because of the calibration error.

   Secondlyi we calculate the median color of the object (Flgure 5.13). 'Ihe figure shows

tliat the errors are reduced but some ofthe details are lost by the median filtering. Observing

the entire object, we can obtain acceptable data for estimating the reflectance parameters.

   ThirdlM we estimate the lighting environment witli the skeleton cube (The details are

described in Section 3.6.2.2).

   IFinallM we estimate the reflectance parameter with the components that are described

above. Figure 5.14 shows sample images of the object that is colored with the estimated

parameters, which are normalized to Or2SS in each color band for a display reason.
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53.5.2 Elimination and Addition of Lighting Effects

F

[
l
[
[

We show two experimental results oflighting effect control; (i) elimination ofthe effect

oflight sources from the estimated lighting environment, and (il) addition of the effect of

light sources to the lighting environment.

  For eliminating lighting effect, we remove light sources that are supposed to represent

the spot light from the lighting environment that is estimated in the previous section. Figure

5.15 shows images that are rendered with the new lighting environrnent. [hese images

demonstrate that the effect of the spot light is perfectly eliminated, which enables us to

observe the object with an artificial lighting environment.

  Rgure S.16 shows another result ofthe lighting effect control. The images are rendered

/
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Figure 5.1 2: Sample images ofa reconstructed eZZibct

under a lighting environment that is consrmcted by adding a new point light source (Thble

S.5) to the lighting environment that is utilized in Figure S.IS. The images show that the

object is naturally illuminated by the new light source.

lable 5.5: I]hrameters ofa ne`zvpointiightsource

Position: (x, y, z) (800, -1500, 1000)

Radiant lntensity: (R, G, B) (O.2,1.0, O.S)

   Throughout the experiments we have acquired rich expressions ofthe scene by effectively

integrating the geometric and photometric infbrmation, and shown the advantage of our

propositions over ordinary image based rendering methods.

5.4 3D Video Viewer

We have developed an application for viewing 3D videori.e., the 3D video viewer, which

can render a sequence of3D video data in real time. In this section, we describe the speci-

fication of the 3D video viewer and file formats for the 3D video object.
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5.4.1 Specificationof3DVideoViewer

'Ihe 3D video viewer is written in C# and DirectX 9.0c, and requires a moderate graphics

processor unit. The 3D video viewer renders an object by changing viewpoint, gazing point

and zoom arbitrarily with mouse operations, and it can also realize the camerawork that is

generated by the Gui described in Section 5.2.3. The viewer features:

  " Real-time rendering with the viewpoint dependent verterc-based method

  " Real-time rendering with the viewpoint independent patch-based method

  " Superimposing an omni-directional background

  Furthermore, the 3D video viewer can render stereo images as input data for the fo1-

lowing two types ofdisplays:

  " Sanyo method: renders the image for left eye in the left half of the displaM and fbr

    right eye in the right (figure S.17).
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  " Sharp method: renders a venically split image arranging images for left and right eyes

    alternatively: Furthermore, green in each pixel is shifted 1 pixel to the right, as shown

    in Iiigure 5.18.

'Ihe physical method ofdisplaying stereo images is similar to each other, that is, the parallax

barrier method.

5.4.2 Formatof3DVideoObject

5.4.2.1 Mesh

The shape of an object is represented as a mesh whose fbrmat is OEII which is widely used

for representing 3D object data in UNIX. The example of the mesh Me is the following:
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OFF # header
1 2 3 # number of vertices
x[O] y[O] z[O] # position

---
3 v[O] v[1] v[2] # vertex

---

'

of

number of faces,
 vertex[O]

id on this face

number of edges

5.4.2.2 fexture

We prepare pre-compiled texture files for the 3D video viewer. It is generated by multiple

images by calculating each vertex color in each image. The texture file is represented as

figure 5.19, and Rgure 5.20 shows an exarnple ofthe texture Me.

5.5 Discussions
:
t

In this chapteg we have presented a geometric and photometric directing for 3D video,

utilizing the geometric and photometric infbrmation of3D video. It is a great advantage
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over ordinary image-based rendering methods, which enables us to create various expres-

sions for free-viewpoint movies. We have developed a Gui application for the geometric

directing that allows us to create camerawork easily by specifying a composition ofa scene

at arbitrary key frames. For the photometric directing, we have presented lighting effect

control by estimating object's reflectance parameters and the lighting environment. This

enables us to observe the object under not only an environment in which the object was

captured, but also arbitrary (artificial) environments.
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The row ofthe texture denotes the colors for each vertex, the column the color picked from

the image of each camera.
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Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary

We have presented the visualization of 3D video that is a real movie recording dynamic

visual events in the real world as they are: time-varying 3D object shapes with ahigh-

fidelity surface texture. We have proposed two different types of3D video visualization, we

call one ofthem "high fidelity visualization" and "versatile visualization," which are defined

them as fo11owing: t
   " High fidelity visualization: 'Ihe goal ofthe high fidelity visualization is to generate

     free--viewpoint object images that refiect input multi-view images with high fidelity:

   " Versatile visualization: 1he goal of the versatile visualization is to generate free-

     viewpoint object images with versatile effects, i.e., geomeuic directing by utilizing

     a shape andlor motion, and photometric directing by estimating reflectance parame-

     ters and lighting environment. .

   For the high fidelity visualization, we have proposed the viewpoint dependent vertex-

based texture mapping method that enables us to visualize a 3D video object even though

it has the shape of limited accuracy

   For the geometric directing, we have proposed to generate camerework -composition

of the scene and parameters of a virtual camera from which we observe an object- by

utilizing the shape ofan object. For the photometric directing, we have proposed two types

ofmethods for lighting environment estimation ofreal scenes utilizing reference objects, i.e.,

the skeleton cube and the difference sphere. [he skeleton cube has a capability to estimate

complex lighting environment, and the difference sphere can estimate the precise parameters

                                   117
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of lighting environment. We have described estimation methods using the skeleton cube

and the difference sphere independentlM and moreover discussed the combination of the

two methods. With the estimated lighting environments, we have estimated the reflectance

parameters ofan object.

   We have finally demonstrated the versatile visualization of3D video with the shape, the

reflectance parameters, and the lighting environment, and showed its effectiveness with the

various visualized images.

6m2 Future Work

In this section, we describe the future work that improves 3D video visualization from points

ofview ofthe high fidelity visualization and the versatile visualization.

62.1 HighFidelityVisualization

For the high fidelity visualization, we have proposed the viewpoint dependent vertex-based

method. With the method, we can visualize a 3D video object with high fidelity even

though the shape is limited accuracy lhe texture, however, looks blurred because it is gen-

erated by interpolating the colors ofvertices. We therefore need to employ texture-based

method for high resolution textures, and overcome the diMculties ofdiscontinuity and jit-

terlng.

6.2.2 VersatileVisualization

As we have described in Chapter S, we have proceeded the first step of the geometric and

the photometric directing. That is, we harre prepared technical components ofthe directing,

i.e., the 3D shape, the reflectance parameter, and the lighting environment.

6.2.2.1 GeometricDirecting

While we assume that the posture of the 3D video object is known, the estimation of the

posture is one ofthe significant tasks.

   Although we harre proposed the camerawork generation for one virtual camera, we

need to consider camerawork for multiple cameras, e.g., the camerawork including smooth

switching ofmultiple cameras' compositions ofthe scene, timing for switching, and so on.
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The camerawork generation that is based on impressions that are caused by expressions of

camerawork [Ari76] is also a good application for the geometric directing of3D video.

6.2.2.2 PhotometricDirecting

Reflectance Property Estimation: We need to consider the specular reflection in order

to visualize an object in the real scene, e.g., kimono and equipment that show specularities.

Because it is diMcult to estimate the precise parameters including the specular reflection

directly from the multi-view images, we can consider the method as following:

  1. Measure the precise parameters ofan object a priori with a multi-spectrum camera.

  2. Estimate the position ofthe object in multi-view images and encode the position and

     the reflectance parameters to 3D video.

Lighting Environment Estimation:

Skeleton cube: We need to consider the following points ofview:

       " Shape optimization: ,.
         We could optimize the design ofthe skeleton cube for further effective lighting

         estimation, i.e., its size and the width ofpillar. Analysis ofMatrix K (see Section

         3.5.1) suggests a guideline of optimal shape of the skeleton cube.

       " Arrangement of light sources:

         An approach for enhancing the lighting environment model will be to com-

         bine different lighting distributions such as those employed in the simulation.

         Another practical approach will be to first obtain a rough model of lighting en-

         vironment, and then refine it by iterating the estimation, i.e. by a coarse-to-fine

         technique.

Difference sphere: We first would like to examine our method in a further complex light-

     ing environment since the current algorithm has naturally limitations even though we

     have described our algorithm as a general framework. Fbr instance, notwithstanding

     the verification ofS-surfaces, it will be diMcult to deal with the cases with a very large

     number oflight sources which make the identification ofS-surface(s) complicated.

     In order to properly handle the situation, howeve4 it should be usefu1 to consider

     critical points for region segmentation, as discussed in [WS02].



120 Chapter6. Concluding Remarks

Another aspect that we wish to investigate is the availability ofLambertian reflectance

model for estimation of complex lighting environment. Since the Lambertian re-

flectance model perfbrms low-pass filtering ofthe lighting environment [RHOI, BJ03,

NE03], the problem may be ill-posed or numerically ill-conditioned. For the prob-

lem to be alleviated, we need to consider the configuration of reference spheres for

effectively generating the difference sphere although our algorithm should work once

the S-surfaces are identified, even ifthe lighting environment is rather complex. Also,

the other direction of extensions will be to model other light sources that have size

and range, for estimating natural illumination.
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